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ABSTRACT
The death of a young child or an adolescent is considered to be devastating for
all of those involved. Therefore. support systems are vital in facilitating griefwork with
the child and the adolescent. One such support system that should playa major role in
dealing with the death ofa student is the K-12 school system. No doubt major studies
are occurring in the area. however, in spite of these efforts more work needs to be done
and our schools need to be more proactive rather than reactive in their approach. This
can be done by including death education as part of the regular curriculwn and by
training educators and significant others to help children and adolescents through the
grief process.
Chapter one of this paper folio provides an overview of each folio as well as the
purpose and significance of each .
Chapter two provides theoretical explanations of grief and models of grief
resolution. This helps provide grief workers with a conceptual frame of reference from
which to work .
Chapter three represents an eclectic approach, based on theory and practical
interventions to help students through the grief process, in particular the initial phase, in
the K-12 system. A detailed list of intervention strategies and guidelines is provided.
Chapt er four uses the information presented in the tint two papers to present a
manual or practical plan to deal with the gric fthat accompani es the death ofa student in
the K-1 2 system.
Co Uectivcly. this paper folio provides educators and ot:bcrsignificant individuaJs
that work with students in the K-12 system. valuable informati on to help in the grief
process when the ttagic dca1bof a student occun.
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CHAPTER ONE
Overview
RATIONALE
Until two centuries ago the death ofa newborn baby was an accepted hazard of
childbirth and the survi val ofthc child beyond the tim few years of life was regarded as
something of a phenomenon {Yudkin, 1977). In general, the early death ofyoung
children and adolescents was related to a lack of medical knowledge andpreventi ve
medicine. Outside ofvery high infant mortality rates many mothers died in childbirth
and plagues ofall kinds spreadamong the pop ulation killing thousands ofpeopl e.
Thus,society at that tim e hadmore experience with death and the death ofa relative or
a neighbor was a common occurrence to the child and the adolescent.
Today much better medical knowledge and preventative medicine basled to
positive change. Fewer children and adolescents die at an ear ly age. The averag e
human life expectancy has increased significantly to around age seventy-five (O 'Brien.
Goodenow, & Espin, 1991 ). The basi c question in this regard is wha t chan ges has this
bro ught about in our society? In the past, because of more experience with death. it was
a more 'common' event and often the funeral took place in the hom e. Today, peop le in
general and children and ado lescen ts in particular have less experience with death. It
usually occurs in hospitals or nurs ing homes and is often a ' taboo subj ect' for the
young . This has promoted ambi valenc e about the subject in oursel ves and our young
peopl e. Many adults try to avoi d such words as "dead" and instead. substitute
euphemi sms such as , "pass ed away" or "departed," in the hope of protecting children
and adolescents. Terms like this may alsoserve to distance the user ofthe term.from
thepainful reality of death. This makes death all the more difficult to Confront. since it
is seen as a mystery rather than an integral part of life (O'Brien et aI., 1991).
The death ofa child or an adolescent is considered to be devastating . This is
because youth and death are two words that seem contradictory. Youth symbolizes life
andgro'Nthwhereas death marksdeca y, the end ofgrowing and being. A confrontation
with death canhave a very serious impact on these individuals. The death ofa peer is
particularly disconcerting to adolescents because they tend to feel they are immortal
(O 'Brien et aI., 1991) . The peer culture is often ofparamount importance to the
adolescent. since it is at this stage that the adolescents' identity shifts away from the
parents and family to the peer group (O 'Brien et al., 1991).. Once this peer culture is
disrupted by the death ofa peer, ' the walls cave in' and support systems becom e vital to
deal with this crisis situation. One such system that should playa major role in dealing
with the death ofa ' peer ' is the K·12 school system. Major strides are occuning in this
regard and many schools and school boards have put tragic events teams in place to deal
with the death ofa studenL However, in spite of these efforts much more work needs to
be done and educators need to be more proactive rather than reactiv e in their approach.
Death Education which deals with the inevitability of death has to be part of the regular
curriculum. Educators and others must be trainedin this area since we cannot shelter
our youth from the ' facts of life.' It is also important to recogniz e that grief resolution
is not an event.but a process (Coo k & Dworkin. 1992 ). Thus. bow we deal with the
issue of death becomesofmajor importance.
STATEMENl'OF PURPOSE
lnordcrto deal effectively with the deathofa student in the K-12 system and
help students through the grieving process. teachers. counseUon and other significant
individuals need :
I) a conceptual frame ofreference, based on theory;
2) knowledge of the phases/stages of grief resolution;
3) knowledge ofstrategies/interventions so they know bow to guid e students
through the grief process;
4) to develop a "team-based approach" for dealing with the death ofa studen t in
the K-12 school syst em; and
S) a 'practical plan ' based on research and experi ences ofpcople working in the
field to serve as a training mode l
The major purpose o f lhis paper folio will be to provide such information, based
on both research and personal experi ences.
The outlin e for each paper will be as follows :
Paper One: Theoretical explanation ofgrief and model s ofgrief resolution.
I) PurposeISignificance:
It is important for thoseinvo lved in ' grie f work' EO have a concep tual frame of
reference as a guid e to the proper treamlent approach. lbis framework. which is
based on theory, provides a ' cognitive map' that gui des assessm ent and choice
ofintcrvmtions and also bcochmarks for monitoring and evaJ.uatingprogress
(Cook & Dwotkin. 1992). The theoretical explanations also helps us UDdentmd
why intervention strategies may work so wdJ (Jewett. 1982). Thus, the major
purpose of this paper will be EO provide an analysis and interpretation ofthe
literature on theoretical explanati ons of grie f as a basis for reviewing/studying
and critiquing the literature on intervention strategies. A chronology will be
followed regarding the evolvement of individual theories. A chronological
order, as bestpossible, will be followed for the theories in gencraJ.. ranging from
the older ones suchas the psycboanalytica1 to the more recent ones such as
developmental. systems andcrisis intervention theory. A chart o f models of
grief resolutio n will also beprovided.
2) Defini tion ofrelevam: terms
3) Theoretical explanations
o P>ychomal ytioal
• Behavioral
• Developmental
• ReminderTheory
• Crisi s Intervention Theory
4) A chart of models of grief resolution
Paper Two : Theoretical exp lanations ofgrief and model s o f griefresolution.
1) Puq>oseISignificance
It is a crucial task: that we assume when we listen to thecry of a mo urning child
or ado lescent. Our success depends on our willin gness to involve ourse lves with
the child or ado lescent and guide them thro ugh this difficul t time (Jewett, 1982).
In order to do so gricfworken need effecti ve intervention strategies. Thi s paper
will pro vide an analysis and interpretation of the literature on intervention
strategies, an account of pcn,onal experiences in this area and a cri tical review of
current tragic events teams in this province. Thiswill provide the foundation for
the ' practical plan' to help stUdents in the K-12 system through the grief process .
2) Case Scenario
3) Interventions/ strategies to dealwith thedeath in the K-12 system:
• How 10 tell
• Settinwatmosphcrc to tell
• Touch
• Maintain structure and routine. but be flexibl e
• Recognize and respect cultural. beliefs
• Funeral participation
• Viewing the body
• Memorializing and remembering
• Allow children to express as much grief as possible
• Death education
• Make referrals to supportive people
• Use of a team approach
4) Personal experiences
Paper Three: A practical plan for dealing with the death of a student in the K·12 school
system.
I) PurposelSignificance
Many deaths happen suddenly, dramatically and without warning. We know
that sudden deaths have more serious consequences both physically and mentally
(Dyregrov, 1990). We also know that there has been an increase in murder, suicide and
accidental deaths in modem society. Ifa death involves a child or adolescent it has the
potential to cause major repercussions in the school, since the lives of these individuals
are framed around schoo l. Thus, the best place to receive both individual and group
help in dealing with grief should be the school itself (pine, Margolis, Dcka, Kutscher,
Schaefer, Siegel, Cherico, 1990). For this reason it is critical to have a ' practical plan'
in place to deal with the death ofa student. This paper will provide such a plan.
Although the main focus will be on a sudden, unexpected death, this p lan may also be
used for the anticipated death ofa student
2) Case Scenari o
3) A practical plan or mode l to train teacherslcounselorslstudentslothers to deal
with a tragic events in the K-12 system.
CHAPTER TWO
Theoretical explanations ofgriefand
models ofgriefresolution
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INTROD UCTION
Tragedy inevitably touches all human beings at some point in their lives. The
World Book Dictionary (1992) defines it as, "a very sad or terrible happening ; calamity
or disaster" (p. 2218). It also involves a loss . The pain that arises from any significant
loss is referred to as grief (Collick. 1986). The pain ofgrief may involve "emotional
reac tions (including sorrow, anger, and depre ssion) and cognit ive reactions such as
con fusion (Rosenblatt, 1983). Haig (1990) states that, "grie f is the experience and
expression of an emotion which is deep and sorrow ful and includes affective. cognitive,
and behavioral compo nents . which follow a severe loss such as bereavement" (p. 3) .
These reactions are norm al (Worden. 1991).
The expression ofgrief involves a mowning process . As Haig (1990) reported,
"Mourning is generally regarded as the socially sanctioned expression of grief followi ng
a bereavement which often occurs in a prescribed and institutionalized way. with
formalizedrituals" (p. 3) . Wass & Carr (1984) agreed that, mourning is also used
synonymously with grief, but sugges ted a more accurate and Clinically helpful
definition; the mental work following the loss of a loved one through death.
Bereavement is the fact of loss through death (Osterweis, 1984). It is considered a
subcategory of the mo urnin g process (Edelst ein. 1984) .
"Grief' is a normal response or reaction 10a significant loss. Ifone is not
allowed to grieve, then problems may arise from this thwarting of a natural healing
II
process (Simpso n, 1979). Accordi ng to Collick (1986), this process involves "the need
to suffer grie fs emotional pain, to face the rea lity ofloss and gradually accept the
challenge of life's altered circumstances" (p. 7). This process is essen tial in order to
regain equilibrium after a loss, and this requires reorganization on both emotional and
cognitive levels (Cook & Dworkin. 1992).
It is important for those involved in 'gri e f wor k' to have a conceptual frame of
reference as a guide to the proper treatment appro ach . Th is theoretic al framework
provides a 'cogni tive map' that guides assessme nt and choice of interventions and also
contains benchmar ks for monitoring and eva luating progress (Cook & Dwo rkin , 1992) .
These theore tical exp lanations also help us und erstand why interven tion stra tegies may
work so well (Jewett, 1982). Thus, the major purpose of this paper will be to provide an
analysis and interpretation of the literature on theoretical explanations of griefas a basis
for reviewi ng/stu dying and critiquing the literature on intervention strategies. A chart
of models of grief reso lution will also be provided.
PSYCHOANALYTIC
Grief, as a normal reaction to loss, was ident ified and writte n about as early as
1917 by Sigm und Freud in (1957) a brief essay called "mo urning and melanc holia." He
states that , "mourning is the reaction to the loss of a loved person. or to the loss of some
abstraction which has taken the place ofone , such as one 's country, liberty, an ideal.
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and so on. It involves grave departures from the nonnal attitude to life but is not a
pathological condition that requires medical treatment. It will be overcome after a
certain lapse oftime, and any interference with it is useless or even harmful .. (pp. 243-
244). Overall, the process of mourning was seen to involve an active. but painful
process in which the bereaved person was required to break libidinal tics with the lost
object, one by one, by a process ofrccall and review of memories and affects of the
deceased, in order to have energy available again to invest in a new relationship (Haig.
1990) .
In "mourning and melancholia." Freud was not interested in the phenomena of
mourning itselfbut rather in melancholia. Probabl y his most significant contribution
was that he made it clear that melancholia invol ves a conflict of ambivalence toward an
endangered or lost love object (Freud, 1917) . This ambival ence can creat e opposed
feelin gs ofboth love and bate toward the lost object. which can lead to pathological
coping with grief . The mourner ma y blame himse lf fOT the loss cf the loved object.
Karl Abraham (1 924) , held the view that the mourner tries to bold on to the love
object, but at the same tim e tri es to dispose anddestro y it. He views this ambi valenc e
to be ofgreat importance in terms o f coping with grief (Spiegel. 1971) .
Melani e Klein, who studied with Karl Abraham in Berlin, expanded on the work
o f both Abraham andFreud. She proposed that from the beginning of life the child
introjects good and bad objects. The objects are good if they are available to him ; they
13
are badif tbey are deni ed to bim.. This object-relations theorymay stan with the
molher 's breastandextendto the widerenvironmenL Thus,. whenever griefarises, it
underminesthe feeling ofsecu:re possession of the loved object aDdrevives early
anxieties when the Loved object wasdenied. This is known as the infantile depressive
positio n (Klein. 1952). Klein alsobelieved thatdea th may bring guil t feelings since at
times there may have beendeath wishes against the loved one. Defense mechani sm s
such as denial and idealization may beusedto comp ensat e for guilt feelings (Spiegel .
1977).
Lindemann (1944) claim ed that "acute grief was not a medi cal or psychiatri c
disorder. but a normal reactio n to a distressing situation" (pp. 14 1-148) . He described
the symptoms ofnormal grief as "waves" ofpbysical distress "lasting for twenty
minutes to an beer" and involving tightness in the tbroa1. choking. shortness of breath.
sighing, an empty fee ling in the stomach, weakness, tension. anda poor appetite. These
wereaccompanied by feelin gs of guilt and anger . He believed the length of the grief
reactio n depended on thepenon's success in comp leting grief work (Hughes. 1995) .
The psychoanalytical theory of mourning was continued in the sixties by the
British psychiatrist John Bow lby. One cf his criticisms ofFrcud and other
psychoanalysts was that most of their concepts were based on research data collected
from older subjects . His work. in contrast. was based on observations of'v ery youn g
children . It is from these observations that Bowlby ' s attachment theory evolved. Th e
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central thesis ofthis theory is that attachments come from theneed for security and
safety which develop early in life andare usually directedtoward a few specific:
individuals. These attachments tend to endure throughout a large part ofthe life cycle .
Forming these attachments with significant others is considered DOnna! behavior for
both children and adults. When the attachment figure disappears or is threatened, the
response is one ofintense anxiety which is marked by protest.despair . and detachment
(Bowlby, 1969). Bowlby suggests that the child's patents provide a secure base from
which the child can operare and it is this relationship that determines the child's
capacity 10 make afIectional bonds later in life . One of the most significant
conttibutions ofbis work. on childhood mourning is the contention that children grieve
as painfully as adults (Bowlby, 1979).
Bowlby's biological theory ofgriefinflucnced the thinking of many, in
particular, the British psychiatrist Colin Munay Parkes. Parkes supports Bowlby's view
that secure atta<:b.mentsprovide a secure base from which the child can explore the
world and this leads to self-confidence and relative autonomy (Parkes, 1982). Parkes
also believed that the quality of parenting a person receives in childhood is likely to
affect the quality of caretaking behavior he or she exhibits as a parent. Death or early
separation from a parent can impair the healthy development of the mother-child bond
(Parkes, 1982).
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BEHAVIORAL
The primary goal of behavioristic psychology is the prediction andlor control of
behavior using scientific datacollected by experimental methods (Hillner, 1984;
Watson. 1970) . Theemphasis is on changingobservable behavior through direct
interventions. Instead of trying to interpret underlying unconscious processes to find
the answers to complex human activities, behaviorists generally concentrate on external
environmental metors (Nyc., 1992). Behaviorists such as B. F. Skinner held the view
that feelings do not cause our behavio rs but are by-products of environmental
conditi ons. In theseenvironments, positiv e behaviors are reinforced and negative
behaviors punished. In cas es where behaviors are reinforced good feelin gs resul t,
however, in cases where negative consequences are imposed guilt feelings may result
(Nyc. 1992). Behavioral changes are brough t about by changing the environmental
conditions to which individuals are exposed.
Behavioral therapy techniques may include ' forced confrontation' wi th the facts
oCIoss . Thismay invo lve saying goodbye to the deceased in writin g or vi sitin g the
cemet ery. Adult modelling of appropriat e grieving behavior is very important.
DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY
In the past, Freudians assumed that children were unable to grieve becaus e they
needed a mature concept of death in order to do so (McGIauflin, 1996) . However . today
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information collected on children's developmental understanding of death "which will
follow". indicates they develop a concept of death over time and that they grieve in their
own way. based on their developmental understanding. This information is very
valuab le for those working with students since theyneed knowledge of not only
children's or adolescent 's concept of death but also know ledge on how they grieve.
For themost part, much ofthe current literature relies on the developmental
theories ofPiaget andErikson, and the pioneering work of Nagy (1959) to explain
chi ldren 's concept of death (McGlauflin, 1996). There is generalagreement under this
theo ry that the concept ofdeath in children develops over time in distinct, identifiable
stages . each with characteristic perceptions.
Piaget's stages of cogniti ve development which have also beenassociated with
general age periods include: 1) The Sensorimotor Period (birth - two yeazs). This
period is characterized by development of coordination ofthc senses and understanding
of objec t constancy. All components of the concept of death are either absent or
incomplete. 2) Preoperational Stage (two - seven years]. During this stage many skills
necessary to an understanding ofdeath are still lacking . Egocentrism and magical
thinking are characteristic of this stag e. Children think death can be somehow evaded
or reversed or that it is temporary. 3) Concrete Operations Stage (seven - eleven years).
Chi ldren can comprehend aspects of death. such as universality , finality , inevitability
and irreversibility. 4) Formal Opera tions Stage (begins at age twelve ). At this stage
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thereis attainment ofskills in abstractreasoning . Death is fully tmdmtood in abstract.
real.ity-based terms (Bc:rtinsky&: Biller. 1982; Ginsburg &: Opper, 1979; Gordon &:
Klass., 1979; Piaget. 197 5; StiUon &: Wass., 1984 ; Wadsworth. 1984). Erik Erikson
(1962) outlinedeight stages of psycbosocia1 deve lopm en t, which revolve around the
notion of specific crisescbaracterizingeachckvelopm m tal ltagc ofan indivi dual's life
(Liebert & Spiegel, 1970; Sandoval. 1985). He suggested that there are two alternative
ways of dealing wi th these 'encounters ' or crises. one adaptive and the other
maladaptive. In ord er for reso lution to take place. the adaptive approach must be taken .
Thus. it is critical in a traumatic crises such as death, tha t the adaptive approac b be
taken-
Maria Nagy (1948), in a classical study done on Hungarian tbildren between the
ages of three and ten, concluded that~ are three stages in the children's
undttstanding ofdeath andthal these three stages an: age-related.. The first stage ranges
from three to five years. During this stage death is not seen as lina1or permanent, but
temporary. It is no t seen as irrevers ibl e but instead viewed as a ' sleep ' or ' Iong joume y'
from which you may return, Children thinkofthe dead penon in a coffin as probabl y
brea thing. thinking and feeling . This stage is simil ar to what Piaget calls the
Preoperational Stage. Th e seco nd stage. begins aro und five or six and lasts un til around
age nine. During this tim e chi ldren start to ask questions abo ut the causes and
consequences of death. They now often see death as final and Irreversi ble , Children
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recognize the connection between old age and death. This stage is compatible with
Piagct's concrete Operations Stage. The third stage of death occurs after age nine . At
thisstage, children recognize that death is inevitable and universal. Death is also
recognized as the termination aflife. This stage is compatible with Piaget's Formal
Operational Stage (Nagy, 1948; Osterweis & Green. 1984; Stillon & wess, 1984;
Simpson., 1979).
Ztligs (1974), presented the following seven stages relating to how children
perceive death as they grow older: Stage One (two - threeyears) . The child is
interested in the origins of life and wants to know where babies come from, however.
there is little comprehension of the meaning of death. The morbid fear ofdeath starts as
early as threeyears of age. Stage Two (three - five years). Children have no concept of
the finality of death. Death is seen as a departure or a sleep which is temporary. The
five year old sees death as reversible. Stage Three (six years old). At this age children
are becoming more aware of the meaning ofdeatb as final. They also become aware of
the sorrow thatdeath may bring and worry about their own death as well as the death of
their parents. A connection is seen between death and old age . Stage Four (seven years
old) . The child knows be will die sometime and is interested in death ceremonies.
Stage Five (eight years old). The child knows that people, animalsand plants die . The
child is also interested in the cause ofdeath and what happens after death. Stage Six
(nine yean old). Beginning at this age the child realizes that deathis inevitable and
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universal. Stage Seven (adolescent). The adolescent fears death but is also fascinated
by death.
Other researchers have basically placed the child's concept of death as it relates
to age into these three general categories: Stage One (below five). Children do not
understand that death is final and universal. They think it is reversible. They think in
concrete terms and as such have difficulty in understanding abstract explanations of
death. Stage Two (five - ten). Chi ldren gradually deve lop and understanding that death
is final and irreversible. At around age seven they understand that death is unavoidable
and universal. Even though they have greater cause-effect understanding there are still
magical components of their thinking. They are resistant to thinking of death as a
possibility for themselves. Stage Three (ten - adolescence). The child's concept of
death is more abstract. Death is understood as final, irreversible and universal. They
are able to understand more of the long-term consequences of a loss (Jewett, 1982;
McGlauflin, 1996; Schowalter, 1983).
In terms ofhow children grieve it is important to recognize that children grieve
differently than adults and this difference is based on their limited understanding of the
world and their vulnerability (McGlauflin, 1996). Some of these differences are: adults
can seek out a support network for themselves, while children are left with what is given
them; adults have room to grieve in their own way, while children are influenced by the
way adults around them grieve and the expectations about grieving placed on them
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(Bowlby, 1980). McGlauflin (1996) refers to the following unique characteristics of
children's griefwhich distinguishes it fromthat ofadults: children an: repetitive in their
grief; needing to ask questions and talk about similar issues again and again; they act
their feelings out physically; and they always grieve as part of a family , not in isolation.
Children also go through phases of grief which are outlined in Figure One. McGlauflin
(1996) alsopoints to these threecommon themes for grieving children; abandonment,
blame and vulnerability. Thus, grief workers need to be cognizant oftbese themes in
order to effectively work with children and this will be discussed in Chapter Three.
REMINDER THEORY
Rosenblatt (1983), suggests the notion that specific stimuli set off memories and
behaviorpattems that are linkedto the deceased. He calls this Reminder Tbcory . In his
view it is these reminders that one struggles with during griefwork. Some memories
are quickly dealt with, others take a longer time. These reminders. however. are
necessary since they belp thebereaved work through and bring resolution to the grief
process. He alsobelieves that griefwork is slower irene is out of contact with
important reminders.
WEB THEORY
This theory was presented in 1981 at a forum. for Death Education and
Counselling in Boston. The basis aCthe theory is that a person's world with all of it's
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relationships is analogous to a network of fibers that contribute to the whole web. A
break in the structure, represents a loss, that must be reconstructed and healed .
Eventually if healing bas taken place the section of the web will be rewoven into a new
part of the whole. This is symbolic of the reinvestment in life. The web concept is also
symbolic of the fragility ofour lives andthesignificance ofeach person or fiber within
the web (Van Dexter , 1986).
It is difficult to define and develop a theory that would be all inclusive for the
grieving process. Therefore. as a means of dealing with this problem. researchers such
as,Parkes, 1970; Weizman& Karam, 1985;}ewett. 1982; Ccrazzini, 1980; Kubler-
Ross, 1969; Edelstein, 1984; Hollingsworth & Pasnau. 1977 and Worden. 1991. have
broken down the proc ess into Phases. stages andtasks. Figure 1 represents these
'models of grief resol ution .'
SYSTEMS THEORY
Systems theory focuses on the processes that occur, and the interactions between
events, people, or other clements of the system (Sims. 1983). The basic assumption
underlying the systems theory approach in individual , group or family counseling is that
the person is reciprocally affected by other individuals and systems . This approach
considers all the systems ofwbich a person is a pan. personal. family and social
systems. Therefore. one works with as many relevant systems as possible (Schoenberg,
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1980). How wen. the grief sufferer manages his or her odyssey through the stages of
grief depends on these interactions with others . in a system. that recognizes and
sanctions grief(McGlauflin, 1996; Pine et a1,1990). The required<signi ficant other '
may be a spouse, parent. child, funeral director, physician. nurse, neighbor, guidance
counsellor, social worker or another individual. POSSIblesystems could be the family ,
the schooL peers or other support groups .
The family unit is a very important system with each member interacting within
the dynami cs cf'the system. Each experience, each feeling bas a ripple effect on each
member evan Dexter, 1986). The youn ger adolescent ismore likely to have fum
connections to the family system . In middle to late adolescence there is a move to
separate from the family and gain an iden ti ty ofone's own. (Amold & Gemma, 1983) .
At this phase peers are a very important system. Chi ldren and adolescents, as part of the
family unit. have the same need as adults to know what hashappened when a traged y
occurs and to be involved in relevant activity (Pine et al, 1990). Research indicates that
both children and adults fare better when: adu lts around them grieve appropriately;
survivors do not depend solely on the chi ld for support; the environment is stable; there
is consistent and loving caretaking; other relationships can contin ue; and. they are
included in the family gricfrituals (McG lauflin, 1990; Pine et al, 1976). To be exc luded
because ofagc diminishes one 's sense of membership and one's sense of self. Also,
children who are excluded or isolated, when there is a death in the fami ly , are likcly to
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suffer confusion and be unable to cope with the tragedy which they can sense has
occurred(Pine" oJ.1990) .
In addition to the role ofthe immediatefimily . gr.mdparmts. aunts and uncles
andother memben of the extt:nded family can playa major role in assisting the
bereaved (Ostcrwei s et al.,1984) . The involvement ofthc extended family helps
decrease the trauma ofdealh becauseof continued collective identity, the shared 5CD5C
ofresponst'bility, and the provision ofalternative sources ofaffection (Berlinslcy &
Biller, (982) . The declining role of the cxtcndcdfamily in today ' s society bas made
accepting death more difficul t
A similar role to the famil y can be played by other systems in society such as the
peer group, church,. and school. These groups could provide a1tc:roative sources of
support and affection whichwould help lessee thepain of loss through death.
CRISIS INTERVENTION THEORY
The term.' crises' refers to those stressful life events experienced by a penon or
group. such as the family , which challenges their ability to cope effectively with the
emotional, intellectual and/or physical demands that arise from sucb events
(Murgatroyd. 1983). ' Intervention ' refers to the rIPe of work undertaken by supportive
individuals or team.s to deal with client(s) in crises . The primary goal of crisis
intervention is to help in such a way as to use the situation to enhance pen;onalgrowth.
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or at least to restore the individual to a previous level of functioning by the reduction of
tension or anxiety that resulted. from the event (Sandoval, 1985 ; Wollman, 1993). By
successfUlly resolving a crisis an individual will probably acquire new coping skills that
willicad to improved fimctioning in new situations. but that is only a desired,possible
outcome. not the fundamental objective ofthis process (Sandoval , 1985) .
The earliest work:in the area of crises intervention is usually attributed to Erich
Lindemann (1944) and his systematic observations of the reaction of victims and their
families to a natural disaster (Sandoval, 1985). From his observations he was able to
link notions ofcrises of transition with ideas about helping peopl e cope with crises
springing from traumatic events (Sandoval. 1985) . Erik.Erikson (1962) was the next
major contnbutor in Crises Intervention Theory. His theory revolved around thenotion
of specific crises characterizing each developmental stage ofan individual 's life. He
considered a crisis to be a normal developmental phenomenon which be called ' turning
points ' we all face throughout our life span. He believed interventions that lead to a
balanced resolution following the time of a crisis, would prevent later problems in
emotional dev elopment and maturation (Sando val , 1985 ; Wollman, 1993) .
The third pioneer in this area was Gerald Caplan. Caplan's research was based
on early work:with peace corps volun teers, with parents reacting to premature birth, and
with families coping with tuberculosis. He was instrumental in setting up a number of
crises intervention centers. He viewed a ' crisis ' as being a period when the individual is
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teIn:pOnri.Iy out oCba1aDce. This &We of disequilibrium. may provide an opportUnity for
psychological growth as well as the danger ofpsychological deterioration (SaDdoval.
1985).
According to him there are two types of crises: 1) developmental or nonnative
crises ; and, 2) situati onal crises or "acciden tal happenings, n such as a fatal accident
involving a loved one (wollman. 1993) . In join t rescarcb. by Caplm and LlDdcmann.
oonmtive criseswere referred to as "psychological aises...that were characteristically
short-lived and bad self-tmninating episodes (wollman. 1993).
Another way of defining aWs was devised by Baldwin (1978) who probab ly
developed cae of the most comprehensive taxonomies (Sandoval,. 1985). His taxonom y
includes the fonowing six types of emotional crises :
1) Dispositional Crises. A crises involving stress froma prob lematic situation.
For example. a teen concerned about being ever-w eight,
2) Anticipated Life Transitions. Anticipated but usually normative., life
transitions over which the client may or may DOt have substmtia1 contro l For example..
entering school or a childhood illness.
3) Traumati c Stress. Situations that are unexpected and uncontrolled that are
emotionally overwhelming. For examp le. a sudden death..
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4) MaturationallDevelopmental Crises . A crises resulting from attempts to deal
with an interpersonal situation. It may represent an attempt to gain emotional maturity.
For example, value conflicts, sexualidentity and responses to authority,
5) Crises Reflecting Psychopathology. Crises that are psychopathological in
nature, for example, a child that is hallucinating in school .
6) Psychiatric Emergencies. Crisis situations in which general functioning bas
been severely impaired and the individual rendered incompetent or unable to assume
personal responsibility. For example. acutely suicidal clients and drug overdose clients
(Sandoval, 1985).
MODELS OF GRIEF RESOLUTION
It is a challenge to define and develop a theory that would be all inclusive for the
mourning process. Therefore, as a means ofdealing with this problem. researchers
"Parkes. 1970; Weizman & Kamm. 1985 ; Jewett. 1982; Corazzini, 1980; Kubler-Ross.
1969; Edelstein, 1984; Hollingsworth & Pasnau, 1977; and Worden, 1991" , have
broken down the process into phases. stages and tasks. Figure I represents these
'models ofgrief resolution. ' The model pro vided by Jewett (1982) is of particular
relevance for children.
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SUMMARY
It is important for those involved in 'grief work ' to have a conceptual frame of
reference which is based on theory. lbis framework provides a 'cognitive map' that
guides assessment and choice of interventions (Cook & Dworkin. 1992) . The
psychoanalyst focus on unconscious processes. In the psychoanalytic framework.
mourning requiresthe ability to separate self from the love object. have a mental
representation oflhc deceased person, tolerate painful emotion through ego strength.
accept loss as permanent anddevelop new ties after a loss (McGtauflin., 1996). Because
thos e influenced by Freudian theory assume that grief requires sophisticated death
concepts, children were often overlooked as a population that grieved. These notions
are considered passe today anddevelopmental theory has gained more support
(McGlauflin, 1996). Developmental Theory suggests that the concept of death in
children develops over time , in distinct, identifiable stages . These stages are associated
with age levels . Thi s theory also suggests that children grieve in their own way. based
on their developmental understanding. Reminder theory suggests that working through
reminders or memories oflhe deceased are nccessary in order to bring resolution to the
griefprocess. The web theory uses the analogy of a break in a spider's web to a loss
through death . In order for healing to take place the break must be reconstructed.
Systems theory ascertains that how well individuals manag e their grief. depends
on interactions with others in a system that recognizes and sanctions grief. The family
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and peergroup are examples of such systems (McGIauflin, 1996; Pine et al, 1990).
Crises intervention theory involves direct interventions with individuals or groups while
they are in a crises as a means ofreducing the tension or anxiety so that the
individuates) can return to a previous level of functioning (Sandoval. 1985; Wolhnan.
1993). The models ofgrief resolution. based on specific stages or Phases. offer vcry
valuable information for the grief worker. It is important to recognize that these stages
are cyclical in nature and as such the mourner can return to an earlier stage (McGIauflin.
1966). All of these theori es and models of griefresolution certainly have merit and can
provide the griefwcrker in the K-12 school system with a conceptual framework from
which to work.. They also provide the foundation for intervention strategies and this
will be discussed in Paper Two . Thus. an eclectic approach which borrows on ail of
these theories and models may be the best approach in working with the bereaved and
this will be outlined in Paper Three .
CHAPTER THREE
How to deal with the death ofa student in the K-12 system :
Intervention strategies and guidelines
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CASE SCENARIO, DIANE
Diane. an elementary school student in Grade Threewas diagnosed as baving a
brain tumor in 1996. Treatments were cflittje help and she was in constant pain due to
the swelling. In March of the year our school was contacted by the Janeway Child
Health Center and we were advised that Diane would not live very long . A
teleconference session was scheduled for the staft the local doctor, public health nurse
andguidance counsellor. All were informed during this session ofDianc's prognosis
and everyone was advised to prepare for her death and at the same time to do whatever
possible to comfort Diane, both at home and in schooL Diane attended school on her
good daysand for special events and every effort was made to include her . Soon she
became too sick and could not attend at all. This was a particularly difficult time for the
students and staff. Some staff members wondered if she would live to the end of the
school year. The night before the last day of school Diane became seriously ill and was
taken to the hospital . She died later that night. The elementary school was now faced
with the difficult task of dealingwith this great tragedyon the last day of school.
))
INTRODUcnON
The death ora child in the K-12 school syst em. as in thecase of Diane. can be
devastating for all of those involved. even when it is an anticipated death . In general .
our K-12 schools need to bepreparedto deal with these difficult situations. In order to
do so. grie fworkcrs need training in effective intervention strate gies. These strategies.
DO doubt are linked to theory . This paper will provide an analysis aDdinterpretation of
the literatU:re on intervention strategies to use when thedeath of. secoodary school
studen t occurs. The theo retical explanations provided in paper one will beexplic itly
linkedto these interven tion strategi es. Again it is important to poin t out that it is my
view that an ec lectic approach which borrow s on all ofthe theories is the best approach
to take when helping students thro ugh the griefprocess as the result a Cthe death oCa
'peer .' An account ofmy personaJ experiences in thisarea will also beprovided.
AN ECLECTIC PERSPECTIVE
First of al l, the death of a smdeu in the K· 12 system represents a crisis. which
challenges the ability of studen ts to copeeffectively with the demands that arisefrom
such an event, The theory in regard to crisis intervention involves immedi ate
interventions that help reduce the tension andanxiety that students face as the result o f
such an event. In this paper the focus will be on a situational or traumatic stress crisis
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involvin g the death o f a studen t and early phase interventi ons to help students through
the grief process .
The recommended approach is a "team" or " systeIIlS" approach which in vo lves
interactions with others in the school system as a means of working through the
phases/stages ofgrief. This team or system whi ch will be discussed later is referred 10
as a 'school tragic events response team.' It is critical that this team be involved in all
of the interventions., some ofwbich may include: tellin g the students about the tragedy,
participation in the funeral. viewing the body and a schoo l deatheducati on program.
Web theory also tics into the systems approach since . breakin theweb represeets the
loss of someone that once wasa part of an intricate system. The interVentions.,which
involve a team approach helps to reconstruct the web . It is by using this system that we
can help the bereaved deal with ambivalent feelings oCbo lh love andhate as stressed by
Freudians. It is by using this system that we help students through the painful
reminders of the deceased as stressed by remindertheo ry. It is by usin g this syst em that
team mem bers mod el appropriate beha vior and confront the lossusing techni ques
advocaJ:ed by behaviorists . It is by using this system that we use the know ledge of the
concepts ofdeath and the students deve lop mental und emanding of death as outlin ed by
developmcntalist to help in the recovery proc ess . The models of grief reso lutio n are
also very helpful in this regard.
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HOW TO TELL CHILDREN/ADOLESCENTS ABO lIT DEATH
WhoShagld Itll
First of all do not delay in telling about death which is a generi c princi ple of
crisis intervention theory . Children andadolescents need to be told as soon as possible
and as soon as practi cal underthe circumstances. The sooner they are informed of the
tragedy the more opporbmity there is to react with the teachers. members oftbeir peer
group and other significant adulu.
The news of a traged y shouldbe presented. if possib le.,by someone who is
emoti onall y close to the studenL This could be the teacher with whom the studcnt(s)
fcel(s) close . In many cases it may be the homeroom teacher . The history of trust,
concern and involvement that the person has with the stUdentis very important at this
time ofcrises (Dyregrov, 1990 ; Grollman.,1990 ; Jewett, 1982; McGlauflin. 1996; Pine
et al.• 1990; Sandoval. 1985; Simpson. 1979 ; Siaikeu, 1990; Weizman &Kamm. 1985).
When this is impossib le and the studen t(s) must be informed by another adul t, try to
reuni te the individual(s) with the trusted adult as soon as posst'ble . This trustedaduh
can then repeat the news and address any questions or concerns the child(rm) have
(Dyregrov, 1990; Jewett, 1982 ; Simpson.,1979).
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F"ustofall, a clear UDderstaDding of the factssurrounding thcdc:ath is imponanL
IfODe is I1D5W"C,the information must bechecked out bef~ being presented to the
students (Dyregrov, 1990) . The individual presen ting the news must be totall y honest
and this begins with complete, accurate and straight forward information about the
recen t death. Directterminology involves using words such as "die" or "dead. " In
particular, for the young child.it must be empbasiz.c:d again mxJagain thatdeath is not a
tempowy phenomenon. "it is final.." This must bedoDeregmI1ess oe lhc age of tbc
student in the K-12 secondary school systmL The idea of denying the tlUth to prot ect or
span: the young student docsDOt work. In fact. more damage is done by givin g false
information whichthey will later need to unlearn. However. when presenting the new s.
the words used need to be appropriate to the student's age and certainly not bey ond their
level of comprehension. A general knowledgecf the student's concept and
understanding of death as outlined under developm ental theory would be helpful here.
Even children of the same chronological age may differ widely in their beha vior and
developmenL A possib le beginning statement could be."I want to prepare you for some
bad news. Aztaccident just happened. It involved " On his wa y to schoo l he
was hit by a ear while crossing the street. He "died" instantly- (BerlinsIcy & Biller.
1982; Dyregro v, 1990; Giacalone & McGrath. 1980; Gordo n & K lass, 1919 ; GroUman.
1990; Hollin gsworth & Pasnau. 1977; Hughes, 1995; Jewett, 1982; McGlauflin., 1996;
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Osterw-eis et al., 1984 ; Oswin.1991; Simpson. 1979; Tem es, 1984; Van Dexter. 1986;
Zeligs., 1974. Of course, depending oa the earcre of death.the school penonnd might
DOthave permission from the student's guardian(s) to provide full information (e.g.
suicide, AIDS).
Ayo ld Egphemism
The use ofeuphemisms or figuresof speechis an evasion of reality and may
indicate the adul ts difficulty in facing and dealing with death (Blackham, 1961; HilIner,
1984; Kaufman, 1956 ; MiChalSOD, 1956; Oaklander. 1992; Schoenberg, 1980; Solomon.
19n; Stillon & wass, 1984; Warnock, 1970). nus is o f particular importance when
dealing with younger chi ldren since they are not able to generalize from wordssuch as.
""sleeping", "gone", " lost". "'passed away"". "perish", "'journ ey". and"deep sleep," since
they have limited cogni tive structures as pointed out by developmental theory . Childrm
may be confused by such am biguous words and believe tha1the person is lost, sleep ing.
or gone for a whil e, aUofwhich imply that the person wi ll come back.. Instead. it would
be better 10 give a clear exp lanation o fwbat death means; such as.that life hasstopped.
the person 's heart has stopped beatin g, the person does DOt breathe anymore, the perso n
is unable to talk, walk.move, see or hear and the person won 't fccl any of the feelings
he used to feel, such as sad. angry or happy (Dyregrov, 1990; GroHman., 1990; Hinton,
1967; Hollingswonh& Pasnau, 1977; Hughes. 1995; Jewetl 1982; McGlauflin, 1996;
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childrea. in partieular. shouldbe reminded or rt:assured th&tthe lass of one iJnPOOant
rclariocship does DOl necessarily mean the loss orothers (Gro1lman. 1990).
It shouldbe emphasized thai.in remembering thedeceased do DOt idealize the
penon. or force others to .do so. Doing so could increase the feelings ofguilt that some
might have. For this reason it is essential to lOOk:at the whole per$On and the whole
relationship, the satisfying andunsatisfying parts.,to successfullyintegrate the loss
(Weizmm '" Kamm, 1985).
T alk About Your Frrllggs
Children and ado lescents rely on adultsas their role models in facingthe
challenge ofgrief. Behavioral theory woul d suggest that significant adults mod el
appropriate grieving behavior. Adults are often afraidto show theirfeelings and this
advertently or inadvertently discourages cbildmJ.fromexpressing theirown feelings.
QUIdrm andadolescents. however need to see theopenexpression of grief in its many
forms to validate their grief andc:ncouragctheprocess. In thisI'CSp(d: it is Dotwise for
adults to hide their feelings . Instead.an openexpression oCgriefis the better approach.
Talk about your feelings. [f you look sad or arecrying,explain why. Also, talk about
your memories ofthe dead person (Dyregrov, 1990;Hughes. 1995; McGlauflm. 1996).
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Dop't Force Som eo ne toT a lk Ahogt Dgtb
00 not force someone to talk abo ut deathunwillingly - but do not pull back and
bide if he wants to talk (Simpson. 1979). If someone chooses no t to talk.provide other
avenues that will allow the person to express himself freely and openly. Some
possibilities migh t incl ude: drawing what s\he feels, writing a short story or poem or
reading a bibliotherapy piece concerning loss (Dyregrov. 1990; Van Dexter, 1986).
ED mDn,!!!Qg estioDs
Chi ldren and adolescents need to talk and ask questions in order to get a better
understanding ofwhat bas happened. Children arc alsorepetitive in their grief and may
need to ask questions and talk about similar issues again and again as suggested by
deve1opmentalist. Some guidelines to follow in response to thes e questions and queri es
include:
(i) Do not evade the student's questions (Jewett, 1982; Sim pson, 1979).
( ii ) Be honest, but do not go into detail or long exp lanations. Answer questi ons
with a simp le, factual explanation. Good documentation oCthe fact surrounding the
tragic event may help (Giacalone & McGrath. 1980: Hughes. 199 5; Jewett, 1982; Wass
& Ccrr, 1982).
(iii) Your answers should correspond to the deve lopmental age of the child or
ado lescent (GroHman. (990).
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(iv) Ifyou do DOt know the answers to certain questions, say so (Giacalone &
McGra.lh.1980; Jewen., 1982; Wass& Ccrr, 1982).
(v) Avoid beingjudgmental or linking suffering mel death with sin, guilt, and
punishment (Simpson. 1979).
(VI) It is better to exp lain the immediate causes in~ to questions rather
than try to give a philosophical or religious intcrprctarion (Hollingsworth & Pasnau.
1977) .
(vii) However. when questions arise it is okay to share honest religious
co nvictions tha t you have regarding life after death. B ut when doing so be prepared for
further questions especially from younger children. Be careful in dealing with these
questi ons and clarify the distincti on between what happensto the body and what you
believe happensto the soul or spirit. Do not, however. presc:nl: to beautiful a picture of
the world-to-come, Some chjldrenhave committedsuicide in thehope of joining the
absent loved one (GroUman. 1990; Simpson. 1979 ). lfyou do not believe in life after
death, admit that you do DOt know what happensto the person after death, but suggest
that bow one lives one's life until then does matter. Also. check out what the chi ld or
adolescent believes and never ridicule hislher ideas (Sim pso n. 1979).
SETIlNGlATMOSPHERE TO TELL
Th e place to disc lose the informatio n on the death sho uld bechosen with care .
A suitab le spacewould beone that is comfortable and one that is familiar to the
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individuals {Dyregrev, 1990) . In a supponive environment the individual will feel safe
and free to open up to hislher emotions. Suitable spaces could include the homeroom
and the counsellor's office . The announcement should certainly not be made over the
loudspeaker (Gordon & Klass, 1979; O'Brien et aI.• 1991) .
A grieving roomshould also be set aside for those that cannot cope in the
regular classroom. The guidance counsellor is an excellent resource 10provide support
in the grieving room. Teachers and members ofthe peergroup, in particular at the
junior and senio r high school levels, coul d beusedas well .
TOUCH
One ofthe bestways to give children and adolescents the message that they are
"safe: ' that "they are not alon e," and that "you care" may be through touch . Non-
intrusive touching may invo lve; holding the hand,. hugging, touchin g the arm and so 00.
If you decide not to touch, j ust a close physical presence in a caring and compassionate
way may accomplish the same objective (Grollman, 1990 ; Jewett, 1982). Touch.
however. may be a difficult dilemma at times.,since we have to honor intimacy
boundary lines . GencraIly, it is less of a problem in public groups where everyone is
bugging and being bugg ed . The adult caregi ver will need to exercise judgment in
situa tions like this. Although caution bas to be exercised, griefwork ts extremely
difficult and when words fail. touch may work wonders (Dershimer, 1990) .
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MAINTAIN STRUCTURE AND ROUTINE, BlIT BE FLEXIBLE
Dealing with a tragi c even t in a school will be a very difficult proc ess . Forcin g a
regular day on students , as ifnothing happened, will not work. It is only natural that
students will have more di fficulty in paying atten tion to their school work during the
grieving process . Thus. it is essential to try to maintain a balance. This involves
recognizing that classroom routines and management may be disrupted; that students
may want to be viewed as a functioning, useful part oflhe c lass; and that significant
adults can maintain a firm and caring structure in which the studen ts know they have a
place where they are safe and they are cared for. At some point returning to the regular
routine maybe the bestapproach. Ifregu1ar classes is not an option. choi ces of
activiti es could be provided, such as, journal writing and bibliotherapy (R eeves &
Knowl es. 1981; Scott. 1981). Behaviorists advocate techniq ues such as these as a
means of saying good-b ye to the deceased . It is also a means of confro ntin g the loss.
RECOGNIZE AND RESPECf CULTURAL BELIEFS
There are significant variatio ns in the bereavement experience across cultures.
ethnic groups, and social classes. In some cultures it is expect ed that thos e in mourning
wear black or somber co lors . Som e cultures expect and demand a very open expressio n
of grief and consider it shame ful not to shed tears or show strong emotions . Other
societies praise those that show strong emotional control (Ostcrw cis et aI.• 1984;
Raphael. 1983). It is important to recogniz e and respect cultural diversi ty in reference
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to death and death ritual s. When thedeath of a student occurs it may benecessary for a
designated member of the staff to contac t the fami ly or find out what the cultural
expectations might be.
PARTICIP ATIO N IN THE FUNERAL
Most researchers support the notion that children and ado lescents beencouraged
hut no t forced to attend funerals. A variety ofreasons have beencited for this :
I) Their presence is taken as proof that the peerscaredand lives bave been
touched by the deceased (Edelstein. 1984; Hughes. 1995).
2) Children learn best from concre te experiences and the funeral can most
effectively provide such an experience.
3) The funeral pro vides public knowledge that someone is really gone and that a
death has occurred (Cutter, 1974) . This helps the chi ld in particular accept the finality
ofdeath (McGlauflin. 1996; Osterweiss & Green. 1984; Pin e et al., 1990 ). The
condolences and the discussion of the deceased in the past tens e at the funeral . all affirm
the loss, as well (Hin ton, 1967) .
4) Funeral attendance is a way for the child or adolescent to be a pan of the
grieving process (McGlauflin. 1996 ). This may help give himlher a sense of suppo rt
and belonging when hislher security hasbeen bad ly shaken (Jewett. 1982).
5) Observing the expression of emotio n that usual ly occurs at the funeral makes
it easier for the chil d or ado lescent to express hislher own feelings (Schowalter et aI.,
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1983). Tears are healthy for all age groupsaDd releasesofthis~ arecentr.l.l to the
mourning process (Giacal one & McGrath, 1980).
6) [fa child is shut out oftbesc services belsheexperiences damaging.scary
feel ings that be must have done something wrong (Jewett, 1982) .
7) It is a means ofsaying good -bye. Being denied this opportuni ty may be
harmfulnot only to children but alsoo lder children (Gtollman. 1990), especi ally in the
case ofsudden death sincethey have little oppommity to say good- bye, which may
make it more difficult to copewith the loss(Forward. 1997; McGo ldrick, 1995).
8) Children need to be afforded thesame opportunity as adults so as DOtto
reinforce the chi lchm's denial of death (Dyrcgrov. 1990) .
Gen eral ly, it is su ggested that the wishes of the chi ld or adolescent be respected
with regardto fimeral attendance. However. if they deci de to attcDd the following
guidelines sh ould be fo llowed:
1) They should be to ld what to expect at the funeral service. The same rule
appli es regarding attendance at a wake, cremation, mem orial service. visitation and the
burial. In specific regard to the funeral service this invo lves what the room will loo k
like, where they wi ll be sitting , what they can expect to hear and 50 on (Gi acalo ne &
McGrath,. t980; Hugh es. 1985; Jewett, 1982; Osterweiss & Green. 1984 ; Schoenberg,
1980; Simp son, 1979 ).
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2) They should be accompanied by someone they love and trust . It is imperative
that they not be isolated during the service because this is a time when they need
comforting. Nothing is sadder than a child standing alon e at a funeral with no one by
his side during or after the service to provid e this comfort (Pine er al.• 1976). It is good
for the adult to bold the band of the child sincethe child derives comfort when
physically secure (Temes, 1984). Thus, a systems approach which involves family,
peers or both is recommended here.
3) The precise type ofceremon y may be influenced by religious beliefs and
social functions; by the wishes of the deceased; the survivors needs and opinions and by
community expectations. Infonnation about funeral customs and appropriate behavior
at different times should beprovided (Simpson. 1979) . The more knowledgeable they
are the better able they will be to handle their feelings ofgrief{Berlinsky & Biller,
1982).
4) They should have the freedom to leave the service at any time ( McGlauf1in,
1996).
5) After the funeral you may see the child "playing funeral" from time to time .
This is compl etel y normal and in no way disresp ectful (Jewett, 1982). As suggested in
paper one under developmental theory , a unique characteristic of the griefof children is
that they like to act out their feelings physically (McGlauflin, 1996).
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VIEWING THE BOD Y
Viewing the body may or may DOtbe a part oftbe funeralservice. AI times the
casket is open.ar ether times it is closed. Jewett (1982), suggests dw there is no need
to fear the child viewing the dead body . though we sbould never fon:c him to do so or to
touch it. because in most cases children are actuall y relieved to sec their ghoulish
fanwies of the appearance oClhe dead are not true (Jewett, 1982). Thus., insteadof
fantasizin g the chi ld isenabled by the body's presenceto comprehend the real meaning
of death (Simpson. 1979). In this sense the viewing of' the body makes those that
survi ve more aware oCtbe ' reality of death.' which may be therapeutic not only for
chi ldren, but for aUpeople regardless ofage (Hinton, 1967; Simpson, 1979). This is of
the utmost importance when we dealwith a suddendeath (Dyregrov. 1990 ; Kubler-
Ross . 1983). However. before viewin g the child, in particular. must be given a
description of the funendhem e, how the dead person is lying in the casket andwhat the
deceased wil! probab ly look like. This mental preparati on helps reduce the shoc k
(Dyregrov.199O). There are, of course, situations where viewin g aCthe body may not
be recommended to members of any age group . This may bedue to the body 's
condition as in the case of extensive disfigurement as the result of a automobile
acc ident, for exam ple (Dyregrov, 1990 ).
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MEMORIALIZING AND REMEMBERING
When the death ofa student occurs, it has to be commemorated by the school.
Some arguments for this include:
i) Memorializing and remembering are active processes that help children and
adolescents to cope effectively with a loss through death (Klass. 1996).
ii) Memories are essential for the mourning process because the individual needs
to experience the anacbmcnt to the deceased and then separate gradually (Wcizman &
Kamm, 1985) . This is ofparticular importance for children since they are more
sensitive and vulnerable than adults and have less capacity for dealing with large chunks
ofpain. It is important therefo re, tha t they keep the memories andfeelings available to
be recalled for griefwork over the years (pine ct aI., 1990). Supportiv e adults can
facilitate this process by expressing their own feelings and by asking children what they
ate feeling (pine et aI., 1990) .
iii) Children and adolescents need to keep a connection or have some object
linking them to the deceased (Klass, 19%) . In this way the memory of the loved one is
not eradicated but instead these special possessions or objects serve as tangible
reminders of the deceased (Arnold & Gemma, 1983; Grollman, 1990; Ternes. 1984).
iv) It may be a way to say goodbye symbolically (Dyregrov, 1990; GroHman,
1996). This is ofpartic ular importance in the case of sudden death (Dyregro v, 1990).
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v) It ma y allow students the opportunity to meet with others andmourn the loss
togetber(O' Brien et aL.199 1).
VI) It is a way 10 mengtben positive memories (Jewett, 1982).
vii) Memorializing andremembering the dcccascd co uld bereassuring to the
famil y of thedeceased. It co uld mean that people care and that lives have beentouched
by this individual (Edelstein, t984).
There are several ways that thiscan bedone :
i) Thro ugh a memorial service . This can be do ne in the assemb ly hall in school
or in church. At service testim onials, reflective aCthe deceased, could be done by
teachers. students or members oCthe clergy(Edelstein. 1984). The place ofthe
memorial coul d be decorated by the children's art work (Dyregrov, 1990 ).
ii) Then:: could be a classroo m memorial . The students could do a number o f
things to commemorate the deceased in this way; testimonials. art work activities.
display work activities ofthe deceased and so on (Dyregrov, 1990).
iit) A number ofsymbolic acts could be carried out. These could include : a
dedi cation in the school yearbook. a llUdent or group of stud ents cou ld write a lett er tha t
is read at the gra vesitc or placed in the co ffin (Dyregro v, 1990 ; Edelstein, 1984 ),
planting a tree, a wreath be ing placed on the casket on behalfof lhe class or, a
scho larshi p bein g set up (Dyr cgro v, 1990)
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ALLOW CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS TO EXPRESS AS MUCH GRIEF
AS POSSmLE
Children andadolescents experience a wid e range of feelings as the result of the
death ora peer . Thes e fee lings. that may occur in stages, (Grouman, 1990; Jew ett,
1982; Ternes, 1984) may includ e: shock and denial , numbing, alarm.sadness.guilt and
sham e, despair, anger, blame, andfears such as abandonment andvulnerability. There
is also an bost cfphysicel, cognitive andbehavioral symptoms that arise which may be
unique to the individual but normal under the circumstances. According to (Dyregrcv,
1990; Jewett, 1982; and McGlauflin. 1996); som e of tbese symptoms include:
PhYSical:mnP'QDJS:
• sleep disturbances;
• tightness in the chest or throat ;
• bow el disturbances ;
• pains (headaches . stomach complaints. sore muscles);
• weight and appetite change;
• breathing di fficul ties ;
• fati gue;
• restlessness and d istrac tibility;
• oversensitivity to noise .
Co gnitiy; mnptoms:
• inability to concen trate;
• disturbing dreams;
• daydreaming;
• various phobias ;
• confusion;
• idealization of the deceased;
• outrag e and sense of injustice;
- denial;
• blaming others ;
• preoccupation with loss;
• baUucinations of seeing the deceas ed.
Be haviQ Ijl] symptoms:
• withdrawn;
• restlessness;
• uncontrollab le crying ;
• need to take care of oth ers;
• regressi ve beha vior;
• anger and acting-out behavior.
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If chi ldren arc unable to express feelings in words, let them express them in
other ways. Doing so is a helpful way to express their emotions and continue working
through the mourning process (Ternes, 1984). Non-verbal alterna tives could includ e:
journal writing, art therap y, writing poemsor letters. physical exercise and
bibliotherapy.
DEATH EDUCATION
Death education can occur within the family long before the student attends
school. Wcizman and Kamm (1985) , suggest that "it may occur when a child is two or
threeyears old and starts to observe evidence of the life cycle in plants, insects and
animals" (p. 157). A dead bird or animal beside a road could be one such experienc e.
The death of a pet is often the first experience for the child and one that causes realgrief
(yudkin, 1977; Simpson. 1979). These experienc es offer the fami ly andthe school
excellent opportunities to educate their children about death . Wass & Carr (1982) , refer
to these opportunities as "teac hable moments" (p. 52). Adults could start by having a
discussion with the child or the children concerning the death of the animal(Giacalone
& McGrath, 1980). The child/ren could be encouraged to acknowledge and express
feelings about the loss (Weizman & Kamm, 1985). The child/ren may want to devise
some sort of ceremony and bury the pet, and this should not be discouraged (Sim pson,
1979). This, in fact, may afford children a chance 10 prepare for death by playing
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funeral when a pet dies (Hollingsworth & Pasnau, 1977). The experience ofthis trauma
of the death ofa pet with parents and others may help children gl.in the strength and
wisdom to endure a more significant trauma at another time (Marguerita. 1978). It is
also advisable not to bUIIYto get a replacement until mourning hasfinished, 10explain
that all living things die andthe body decays and to stress the importance of the
memories ofthe dead pet (Giacalone & McGrath. 1980; Simpson. 1979; Wcizman &
Kamm, 1985).
Death education. as part oftbe regular school curriculum, has become much
more common in recent years. Today units on this subject are found in health education
courses, science courses, ethical issues courses, literature courses and so on. This
integration ofdeath into the broader curriculum is based on the premise that these
'exposures' may better prepare our youth for acceptance of death's inevitability.
Hopefully, this acceptance will help our students cope more effectively when the death
ofa peer or family member occurs . Wass & Carr (1982), refer to traumatic events as,
"nurturing moments." These are the times that parents and other adults most appreciate
the child's need for security and support but these are alsotimes when such a death can
be used as an opportunity for growth in children. Thus, the approach of adults in
dealing with death is critical, since it will help children and adolescents acquire a •value
framework' that takes death into account. The guidelines already provided in this paper
should certainly be helpful in this regard .
A wide range orrescurces, outside of those in the regular curriculum could be
usedas part oCa death educatioo program . Some ofthese could include :
• Death education books which could range from simple read-along books
designed for children to those geared fOT the adolescent population. Often books used
in this way offer a therapeutic or constructive intervention which is referred to as
"bibliotherapy."
• Individual and group art activities . Again this may provide an excellent
'therapy' when children and adolescents are reluctant to verbalize their feelings.
• Other interventions may include: drama, writing , music, storytelling, films,
audiotapes, puppets and the use of organizations such as the church .
MAKE REFERRALS TO OTHER SUPPORTIVE PEOPLE
It is important to closely monitor those most affected by loss through death in
the educational setting. Referral to professionals may be necessary when the child or
adolescent, after several weeks. continues to display these symptoms:
• looks sad all the time with prolonged depression;
• keeps a fast pace and cannot relax the way they used to with their friends;
• does not care about how they dress or look ;
• seems tired.unable to sleep, with their health suffering markedly ;
• avoids social activities and wish to be alone more and more;
• is indifferent [0 school and hobbies [hey once enjoyed;
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• feels worthless with bincr self· incriminati on;
• relies on drugs or alcobol;
• moodscoutrol them instead of them controlling tbeir moods(GroUman. 1996 ;
Hollingsworth & Pasnau, 1.971).
USE OF A TEAM APPROACH
A team or systems approacb is critical in working with the death of a stUdent in
the K· 12 school system because of the complex nature ofsucb an event. As a means of
supporting this position. a critical analysis of tragic events teams, both within and
outside the Province ofNcwfoundland, was done. 1bc following tragic events team
manuals were studied. On a school board level:
School BOWl eye !:
• Appalachia Consolidated School Board 's School Tragic Events Policy Manual
(1996).
• Avalon Conso lidated School Board' s Tragic Events Response Team Manual
(1992).
• Roman Catholic School Board's Tragic Even ts Support Guidelines Manual
(1994).
On a school based level :
• Herdman Co llegiate , Comer Brook. New foundland . Critical Response
Guidelines Manual (1996).
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• Holy T rinity Regional High School. Tcrb ay, Newfoundland. Tragic Events
School Support Plan (1995-96).
• SL Joseph's Central High School, St. George 's , Newfoundland. Critical
Response Plan (1994).
Outsid e Newfoundland:
• Board cf'Educaticn for the Borough of EastYork, Ontario . Tragic Events
SupportPlan (1990).
• Board ofEducation for the City of Hamilton., Ontario. Critical Response Plan
(1988).
General findin gs regarding these plans are presented below :
• All co nsi dered immediate intervention a critical factor.
• All supported the position that the team's mandat e is not long-term.grief
counseling or therapy.
• All stressed the necessity of training for team members. The Avalon School
Board plan stressed members of the administration and guidance counsellors were key
members o f staff to be train ed . The Herdman plan suggested ongoin g trainin g at the
beginning of eac h year .
• Most sugges ted that each schoo l establish a school based tragic events team .
Also. Central Board office teams should be established to lend support and trainingto
the school based teams.when necessary.
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• All supported the principal being in charge of school based teams at all tim es.
• All suppo rted the notion that the teachers who are most familiar with the
students are the most appropriate persons to supportstudents in crises situations . Also.
debriefing would be led by the counsellor or teacher with whom the students were
familiar .
• All stressed the importance ofestablishing a directory ofcommunity resources
andsupport persons.
• All stressed the importance of team members identifYing at-risk students.
• Most recommended members have knowledge of the developmental stages in
response to griefand all supported members baving knowledge of strategies to deal with
grie f.
• All acknowledged the importance ofpeer support systems . The Holy Trinity
Plan stressed abov e all albers the importance of 'peer counsellors' and six studen ts
served as members of the team .
• Peer counsellors were not recommended as being members of debri efing
teams .
In regard to team composition. all included the principal or vice -principal.
guidanc e counsellor , teachers and members of the clergy , as bein g part of the core
group . The larger cen ters also included many resourc e personnel which probably would
not be accessible in rural areas . Generally, it was acknow ledg ed that public health
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professions andsocial workers could playa vital role . The St. Joseph 's plan highly
recommended the involvement aCtheschool secretary on the team.
In summary. the tcam. approach is highly recommended by eachplan. However,
it is my view that the individual in charge need Dot be the principal. Any member ofthe
school staffcould lead the group , providing this "individual has come to terms with his
or her own feelings about death., andhas admittednot only death's existence, but its full
status in the dynamics ofhislher personality" (Yarber, 1984). No doubt members of the
administration should be members of the core group. The resource most closely linked
to the adolescent may be the school counsellor (Forward. 1997) . So the counsellor
should also be a member ofthe core group . Training is recommended in all these
plans, however, details are not given with reference to training. The Herdman plan
suggested one meeting at the beginning of each year, after the initial training. It would
appear more prudent to have at least two team meetings per year, one at the beginning
and one around March of each year. Schools should have school based tragic events
teams in place. however. most schools in the province still do not have sucb plans . This
responsibility could be taken on by Schoollmprovement Teams and supponed by
school councils. All in all, with the exception of the Holy Trinity Tragic Events Plan ,
there was not enough emphasis on peer counsellors . They should certainly have
representation on the core groupand their belp would be very important both in the
school's ' grieving room' and around the school. in general . They also could playa
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major role in identifying at-risk students, especially at the Grade 9-12 level. General
recommendation regarding school tragic events team compositio n include :
• a mem ber of the administration or other designated member bead up the group;
• the guidance counsellor;
• two teachers. representing various levels (elementary, high) . Possib ly even
three so that primaIy would be represented in a K-12 system;
• clergy members;
• paren ts ;
• peercounse llors;
• the secretary;
• public heath nursc .
The number ofmcm.bers recruited for tragic events teams could vary from
schoo l to schoo l. Factors such as school enrollment, setting (rural or urban) and grad e
levels of students attending a particular school would impact team composition.
However, these members listed wou ld be ' key individuals.'
PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
As the reader may recall this paper opened with a discussion of the death ofa
student named Diane . Let us now return to how the schoo l reac ted to her dea th.
Diane was a bright energetic elementary schoo l student when she became
serio usly ill . She was later diagnosed as having a brain tum or. The fami ly and the
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school were advised that she would not live very long. The Janeway Child Health
Center also contacted our school and the staff, guidance counsellor, local doctor and
public healthnurse were briefed on her condition via teleconference: . After this session
our school put a team in place to work with Diane, as well as to prepare for her death.
Some strategies developed and implemented by the team included the following:
• The family was contacted, immediately and invited to participate with us in
dealing with this difficult situation. They decided to work with us by telephone instead
of face to face meetings. They felt meetings would be too difficult for them.
• It was decided that Diane would attend school, as long as she felt well enough
to do so. We would do whatever we could to comfort her at school. Adult and student
aides would help us out.
• The students, in particular the homeroom group, were briefed on her situation.
• As Dian e became more ill it was decided. by the team and her family , to only
bring her to school on special occasions. The school also provided her with a computer
for home use since she enjoyed this activity. We also provided her with books from the
library.
• A contingency plan was developed to deal with the death of Diane . in our
school (Appendix A).
The night before the last day of school . Diane died. All members of the team
were contacted and an emergency meeting was scheduled for the next morning. In spite
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of the fact that this was an anticipated death, our students and staff were still in a state
of shock. Some team members cried at our meeting. Everyone was really pleased that
we hadpreparedfor this event andthat a contingency pian had been developed. It was
decided to maintain as much structure and routine as we could in the schoo l day but at
the same time to be flexibl e. Our team started the schoo l day with an assembly . A
teacberthat all students knew really well acted as spo kesperso n. A member c f'the
clergy ted the group in prayer.
One of the things that was really surprising at the assembly was the knowledge
ofveryyoung students. in partic ular as it relates to dealing with events of this nature.
For examp le. one student suggested that a good coping strategy would be for everyone
to think of the good times the y had all bad with Diane. She said this worked really well
for her when her turt le died. Several students expressed anger that Diane haddied so
young. Most of the students cried.during the assem bly.
After the assembly, we tried to follow the regular routine as best we could .
Students that were havin g a very difficult time were advised that they could go to the
grieving room . As the guidance counsellor. I worked with the students in this room . 1
will alwaysrememberone student who was really clo se to Diane. Just before Diane
died, she had asked this student, "will you C1j' for me when I die?" This statement was
very painful for the student on that day, however , one of the statements she made in the
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grieving room seemed to bring her comfort. "Yes . Diane. I did cry for you when you
died. "
Since this was the last day ofschool, it finished early, at one o 'cloc k . All of the
teachers lined up at the main exits to wish the students a good summer. Almost every
student hugged the teach ers as they left schoo l and many students were still crying.
Thi s was a very moving experienc e and it certainly verified for me that our success in
working with a tragic event depends on our willingness to involve ourselves with the
child in an open and honest way, as a means ofguiding them through this difficult time.
Many of the students in the elementary school attended Dian e' s funeral . A plaque
which contains her picture now hangs in our school lobby.
SUMMARY
In my work: as a guidance counse lor over the past six years it has beco me
increasingly apparent tha t the death of a stud ent. whether anticipated or sudden. is one
of lhe most difficult exp eriences that one can en counter. It is certainl y not an issu e that
can be dealt with by only one individual in the school system and thus the
recomm enda tion for a tcam or system s approach. One of the things that works reall y
we ll wi th students is journal writing or just writing. in general . Students appear to find
great therapeutic v alue in writing a poe m or letter to the deceased . One year, the
students in a grade twe lve graduating class wanted me to write a poem for them about a
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classmate that haddied suddenly in grade ten. They wanted to read this poem at the
graduation church servic e (Appendix B) . For the students this was a way of
remembering a peer that bad died three years earlier and including her in their
graduation. Man y students write poems and letters which they like to plac e in the coffin
ofthe deceased. Others just like to writ e poems or letters which they may place in a
Bible or other such location. Some students have written about death experienc es in
their journal for certain cours es in school. Whatever the case. writing about death is a
very powerful technique for students in working through their grief.
It is important to maintain structure and routine in a school , but be flexible when
a death occurs . In dealing with a number ofcases where teachers have forced exams
onto students durin g the grievin g period there have been long term effects. Students
have mentioned thin gs of this nature years after the traumati c event occurred. Certainl y,
teachers should not do this and for the most part it does not happen . The growing
awaren ess and training in dealing with a tra gic event in our schools bas helped teachers
deal moreeffecti vely with students experienc ing loss.
Remembering the deceas ed is very imponant for the school. in general . Outside
of plaques students are often remembered by scholarships and yearboo k dedications.
While some positive things are happening in our schools to help cope and dc:al
with the death ofa student, much more needs 10 be done in this area. A 'practical plan'
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which incorporates both theory and intervention strategies in dealing with a loss through
death needs to be developed. Paper Threewill provide such a plan.
PAPER FOUR
A practicalplan for dealing with the death ofa student
in the X-I] school system
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INTRODUcnON
The sudden death of a student, can cause maj or repercussions in a school
system. lbis is because the lives of students are framed around the school. The school
may also be the best place for students to receive both individual and group assistance
in dealing with the gricfthat accompanies a significant loss through the death ora
student. In order to do so it is critical to have a 'practical plan' in place to deal with
events of this nature. In addition, Tragic Events Response Teams need to be
implemented and they need to be trained in dealing with such events. This training
involves knowledge of ' theoretical perspectives' regarding loss through death as well as
knowledge of intervention strategies suggested by researchers in dealing with tragic
events., which is outlined in the 'intervention pyramid' (Figure 2).
The information in the first two papers will beused to present such a plan in this
paper. The recommended method ofpresentation is 'lecture style' using overheads and
handouts for each component of the program combined with group discussions and
group activities. Other mediums such as computer presentations could be used. The
objectives and facilitators guide for each session will be in point form whereas the
remaining material will be in descriptive form .
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Practical Plan for Dealing with the Death
ora Student in the K-IZ School System
SESSION I
Objectives
• To introduce the case scenario as a means oCa 'warm-up activity' as well as a
means of getting the group to discuss intervention strategies in dealing with such a
tragedy in the K-12 school system.
• To introduce the Intervention Pyramid that represents a 'practical plan ' in
dealing with the death of a student .
• To stress the importanc e of death education in our schools as a means of being
proactive .
• To recognize the importance of respecting cultural beliefs .
Facilitator Guide:
Comngnent On(; :
• Provide a cop y oflhe warm-up activity (Case Scenario) to each group member.
• It is recommended that this activity be done as a group activity.
• Recommended time: 15-20 minutes .
Component Two:
• Use an overhead and briefly discuss the Intervention Pyramid (Figure 2) as a
means of dealingwith a tragic event in the K-12 school system .
6.
• Recommended time : 15·20 minutes .
Component TIu;e:
• Use overheads to outline aspects ofa death education program. Various
theoretical perspectives will be presented as a part of this program.
• Use overhead to present models of griefn::solution (Figure 2.2) .
• Recommended time: 60 minutes.
Component Four:
• Small group activity . In small groups discuss cultural differences in reference
to death anddeath rituals. Report to the larger group . Recommended time: 25 minutes.
• Use a overhead to cover important cultural considerations. Stress the
importance ofn:specting cultural di fferences. Recommended time: 10 IILinU tc5.
General discussion (20 minutes).
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CASE SCENARIO: PETRIN A
It was early in September. 1995. two weeks into the schoo l year . Petrina was a
Level One student:. living in a small run! NewfoUDdlmd town. Oneyearearlier she had
gotten pregnant. Even with the cballenge of caring for. young child she decided to
finish schoo l. One Saturday night. Petrina andher friend Went for a walk. While
walking. another friend on a motorcycle stoppedto talk to both girls. He asked if they
would like a rid e on his motorcycle. Petrina vo lun teered to go Cor a ride, first. She
climbed on the back of the motorcycle, smiled andwaved goodbye to her friend. Her
friend watch ed as they went around the nun in the road.
The friend continued to walk. As she walked past the turn in the road she
noticed a crow d bad gathcn:d Peopl e were screaming. M she approached the site she
saw a motorcycle in the ditch and the driver pacing frantically around. Petrina was
lying lifeless on the shoulder oftbc road. Shonl y after the doctor arrives. Petrina was
pronounced dead., due to head injuries. It was the fin.a.I time thai she would wave
goodbyeto her friend. The friend and the entire commwrity wen:devastated.
The roUawing Monday morning. you can hear a pin drop in Petrina 's school
Students are sitting quietl y in their classrooms. Some were huddled together in groups .
some were crying . The staffroom was quiet, too. The guidance counsello r was called to
the school and an emergency meeting planned. The bell rings and teachers go to class
to mark the regis ters. Th e silenc e in the Level On e class was deafening. The
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homeroom teacher cannot avoid the ' empty desk ' and struggled to maintain his
composure. In small towns andsmall schools like this, •everybody knows everybody.'
Everyone was in a state oC'shock' andone thing was for sure, it was going to bea long.
Iwdday.
Discu ssioD Question
How would you deal with a situation like "the case of Petrina... in the K-12
system?
Figure 2
LNTbKVbN110N py1'U\MID
Maintainst:rlJC'IDm androutiDe.
butbeflexible
Usc DOD-intrusive touch
AlIow cbildmlladolesccots to
expressIS umchgrief IS possible
Encourage questions
Don't forcesomeoneto talk about death
Talkaboat yourfccUngs
Talk:aboutcbcpersonwbo died
Be direct.avoid euphemisms
Someonefamilar 10thestudents shouldtdI
Providea grievingroom
Selecta suitablespace to tell
Takea team approach
(Tragic E..... Response T....)
fnclude deadl education in
the scbool's CW'ricuJum
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DEAm EDUCATION
Death education can begin very early in the child's life as s1hecomes into
contact with death. This could include dead plants, animals and so 00. The family can
start at this early age to educate the child about death (teachable moments) . In school
many subjects or courses deal with death, such as science courses, health courses and
ethical choices courses. Each school should have a wide range ofdeath education
resources, such as book and videos, in the event that the death ofa student occurs (see
Resource List). The death ofa student may offer an opportunity to teach children about
death (nurturing moments). Death education affords an opportUnity to be proactive as
opposed to reactive (Wass & COlT, 1982; Weizman & K.amm. 1985).
A general knowledge ofthe theoretical explanations ofgrief and models ofgrief
resolution would be very helpful in a death education program. Some ofthcse include:
Psychoanalytic:
Freudians assumed that grief was so complex that it required a mature concept to
understand it Thus, children were often overlooked as a population that grieved. Their
studies were based mainly on older subjects . As the theory evolved, other
psychoanalysts, such as, John Bowlby studied children. From his research he concluded
that children grieve as painfully as adults . One of their most significant findings was
that when a death occurs there is often a 'conflict of ambivalence' toward the deceased.
At times. the bereaved bas feelings of both love and hate towards what psychoanalysts
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called the 'lost object.' Psyc hoanalysts maintains that behavior is based on unconscious
psychological processes that have their roots in childhood.
Behavioral :
Behavioral theory concentrates on external environmental factors . It is based on
scientific datacollected by experimental methods. Th e primary goal is the prediction
and/or control of behavior. Positive behaviors arc reinforced andnegative behavi ors
punished, Mourning practices may be reinforced. others may bescorned . Adult
mod elling of appropriate behavior is very important. Bchavionl changes are brought
about by changing environmental conditions to whi ch individuals are exposed.
Techniques may involve <forced confrontation ' with the facts ofloss through death .
Developmcata1:
Children develop a concept ofdeath over tim e in distinct. identifiable stages and
these are associated with age periods . Figure 2.1 is a summary based on research by
developm entalis ts:
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PERCEPTI ONS OF DEAm BY AGE
Pre--School Primaryl Ju nior 10 Seaior Rip.
Elemeatary
(ze ro to th ree (th ree to five (fiv e IQ oiDe) (aiDe ta ( tw elve & up)
y....) yea rs) n¥d ve)
- conc:epto ( - very limited - concrete - child can - death is fully
death is either idea of death; questions uoderst.md UDderstood in
absent e>< - markedby about death up<clSor
-
incomplete. ' magical begin; """" ouch .. reality based
thinking ' ; -child 6n.olity. terms:
• death is seen becomes universality, - adol escen t
as reversible aware that inevitability fears death but
and temporary , death is final aod is also
net final; and irreversibility; fascinat ed by
-death maybe irreversible; - maybe it;
viewed as a - cbifdrea resistan t to - able to
'sleep- e r recognize that thinkingof undoman<!
journey from connection """".n more of the
wbich you between old po$S1oility for long-term
may return. age and death; themselves. conseq uences
- some of death.
magical
thinlcingstill
occurs;
-childrea
become aware
o f the sorrow
that death may
bring and
wo rry abou t
their own
death .
Figme2.1
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Children also grieve in their own way based on their develo pmen tal
understanding (McGlauflin. 1996). It is important to recognize that theygrieve
differently thanadults . Some of these differences include : adults can seck out a support
network for themselves. w.hile children are left with whose is given them; adults have
room to grieve in their own way . whi le children are influenced by the wayadults around
them grieve and the expectations about grieving placed on them; children are repetitive
in their grief, needing to ask questions and talk about similar issues again and again;
they act their feelings out physically; and they always grieve as part ofa family, not in
isolation (McGIauflin. 1996).
Reminder Theory:
Specific stimuli set offmemories and behaviorpattems that are linked to the
deceased. Some oftbese memories can be quickly dealt with in the grief process, others
may have long-term effects . Griefwork is slower ifone is out of contact with important
reminders. Grieving is seen as an intermittent proc ess which is not continuous.
Systems Tbeory:
How well one manages his grief depends on interactions with others. in a system
that recognizes and sanctions grief. Both children and ado lescents fare better when the
adults around them griev e appropriately and they are included in grief rituals . Examp les
ofsystems include the family, the peer group and the school.
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Crises Intervention Tbeory:
Crises intervention involves direct interventions with individuals or groups
while they are in a crises situation. Due to the 'crisis' individual(s) may be temporarily
'out ofbalancc' and interventions are necessary to help them cope with the situation and
restore them to a previous level of functioning. Generic principles include:
1) Interveneimmediately to help reduce tension or anxiety from the crisis event.
2) Be concerned and competent by reassuring and modeling appropriate problem
solving behavior.
3) Listen to the facts of the situation . Solutions my be derived from this
information.
4) Reflect the client's feelings (empathy).
5) Help the client accept that the crises bas occurred.
6) Do not encourage or suppon blaming .
7) Do not giv e false reassurance. Be truthful and realistic .
8) Recognize the primacy of taking action .
9) Facilitate the reestablishment of a social support network.
10) Engage in focused problem solving .
11) Focus on self-concept.
12) Encourage self-reliance.
Web Theory:
A person' s world is analogous to a spider ' s web. A loss through death may
represent a break in the structure of the web. The web must be reconstructed. As a
result of healing. the web is woven, which is symbolic of reinvestment in life.
The charts presented provide model s of griefresolution.
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PHASEs/ STA GES OF GRIEF RESOLUTION
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Parkes Weizman & Ka:mm J_ott Conzzlnl
(1970) ('985) {1982 - ChDdrf D} (1980)
fImo<l' fImo<l' fImo<l' fImo<l,
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Figure 2.2
PRASESISTAGES OF GRIEF RESO LUTION
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Ka bler-Ross E delstein B oUiDgsworth .It WordCD
(1969) (1984) P UJU D(l977} (1991)
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Figure 2.2 (cont d)
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RECOGNIZE AND RESPECT CUL TURAL BEU EFS
Small group activity. In smalI groups discuss cultural differences in reference to
death and death rituals . Cu ltura1 beliefs vary across ethnical groupsand social classes
ofpeople. Some expect and depend on openexpression ofgrie f; others pnise strong
emotionalcontrol Knowledge and respect of these cultural differences is necessary.
SESSIOND
O bjectives
• To recognize the impo rtance of a team app roach in dealing with a tragic even t.
• To provide tragic events, support team and peer counse lling mod els.
Facili tat or gu ide:
• Use overheads to outline various aspects of a team approach in dealing with a
tragic even t in the K· 12 school sys tem.
• Usc Figure 2..3to discuss teamcomposition.
• Use Figure 2.4 to discuss potential support syst ems .
• Use Figure 2.5 to discuss peercounsellor training model.
• Recommended time : SG-90minutes.
8\
A TEAM APPROACH
It is critical thai a learn appmac.b be taken, Thecomposi tion of the tragic events
n::sponsc team could be: the leader (a rnemberoftbe administration orothcT des ignated
member), the gui dance cc caseuc r, two teachers (from various levels) , a clergy member .
two parent represeeran ves, peer counsellors (at least twc at upper junior or high level),
the schoo l secretary and the public health nurse. As.needed, other members could be
added. such as the school psychologist and a social worker (see Figure 2.3) .
TRAGIC EVE NT S RESPONSE TEAM
Leader
(member ofthe administration or other designated mem ber )
G uidan ce Counselor
Teac:hen Tragic Events Parents
Scbool S«rdary Response C1''V
Peen P'.. Public:Hea lth None
Figure 2.3
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A list of potential 'supports ' should be:made (see Figme 2.4). It is
recommended that the member oftbe clergy who represen ts the church cf'the deceased
be involved in the Tragic Response Plan. There should be at least two training
Tragi c Events Support Wheel (K· 12 school)
Figure 2. 4
• AddiliOlWsuppons CUIbe.sded in the empty spaces
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sessions per year fo r team members. This shou ld be part oftbe school impro vem ent
plan and sanctioned by the schoo l council. One session could take place in early fall
and the other during spring. This ' practical plan ' would be an integral part oCthe
training . Follow-up sessions could involve a review ofthe plan as well as ' p ickin g and
choosing' strategies that members think would best suit their school. Resources such as
videos and books should bepurchased to aid in training or could be used as part of a
Death Education Program (see Resource List).
Peer Counsellor Training
Peer counsellors are very important for these reasons:
• Ado lescents, in particular. prefer to talk to members of their peer groups.
• They are often more aware of students that may be having diffic ulty and who
are particularly vulnerable.
• In cas es lik e this they can make referrals to the guidance counsellor .
• They may als o repres ent an underutilized.resource in our school s.
• It is difficult for guidance counsellors to hand le all of the prob lems alone with
a counsellor/student rati o of 100011.
A sel ectio n proc ess is necessary for peer cc unsetlors (Tindall, 1989 ). Selection
should be based on an interview with the gu idance counsellor , teacher recommendations
and school surveys. Desirable qualities for peer counsellors include : good ra pport with
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students , respectand trust, good listening skills . good communication skills in general,
sensitivity to the problems ofothers, and an understanding ofconfidentiality issues.
Training should include the comp letion o f Peer Counse lling 210 1, a senior course
offered in Newfoundland. Peer counsellors will have to compl ete a ' school counselling
practicum.' under the supervision of the guidance counsellor. This training model is
outlined in Figure 2.5.
y
y
P"u COlLDseUD,Course
y
Pnc:uc: um
y
Worlr.uS<:hooIPec:rCou.a.selors
y
Member a f th o:Scbool Tna;c £vcnu R.npoll ic T
y
On- soiosTraininl
Figure 2.5
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SESSIONm
Objectives
• To provide infonnation on how to tell children/adolescents about death.
• To recogniz e the importance of allowing children/adolescents to express as
much grief as possible.
• To review qualities of supportive individuals .
• To recognize the importance of non-intrusive touch.
• To recognize the importance of maintaining structure and routine.
• To recognize the importance of participating in funeral ceremonies.
• To recognize the need for makin g referrals to supportive people.
Facilitat or Guide :
Use overheads to di scuss the following aspects ofdealing with a tragic event in
the K-12school system:
• How to tell children/adolescents about death .
• Allow children/ado lescents [ 0 express as much gri ef as possible .
• Guid elines for supportive ind ividuals.
-Touch.
• Structure and routine .
• Participation in the funeral.
• Viewing the body.
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• Memorializing and remembering.
• Referrals to supportive people.
• Recommended time: 6()..80 minutes .
HOW TO TELL CHILDRENfADOLESCENTS ABour DEATH
1) Setting an atmosphere to g il:
A suitable spac e is one that is comfortable and familiar to the students. This
couId bethe homeroom or on an individual basis in the counsel or 's office. The
announcement should never be made imperso nally over the loudspeaker . A gri eving
room should be set as ide for those that cannot cope in the regular classroom. The
guidancecounse llor and peer counsellors are excellent res ources for the grieving room .
2) WhO shQuld te ll:
The news of the trag edy should be totd as soo n as possible by someone that is
emoti onally clo se to the student(s). The homeroo m teacher, if possible. would be the
ideal candidate. When this is impossible the student (s) cou ld be informed by another
trusted adult.
3)~'
First of an. it is necessary tohave a clear und erstanding cfthe facts surrounding
the death . The individual presenting the news must he completely honest and provide
complet e, accurat e and strai ght forward information. Use words such as "die" or "dead"
(Dyrcgrov, 1990). Words need to be app ropriate to the stud ent ' s age and level of
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comprehension. A possible beginning statement might be. "I want to prepare you for
some bad news. An accident just happened . It involved Timmy . On his way to school
he was hit by a car as he crossed the street. He "died" instantly.
4) Ayojd euphemisms:
Euphemisms such as. "passed away" or "gone on a long journey" only confuse
the child . A clear explanation of what death means would be better . Direct. honest
answers would be better (Dyregrcv, 1990; Hollingsworth & Pasnav, 1977).
5) Talk wilt the person who died:
Encourage children andadolescents to remember and talk about the deceased.
Memories could include treasured momen ts or the special thingsthat the children and
the deceased.did together. It is important not only to talk about the positi ve qualities of
the deceased, hilt the negati ve qualities, as welL This helps the bereaved deal with the
guilt they may have in regard to confrontati ons and so on with the deceased. Do not
idealize the deceas ed. This could increase the feelings of guilt that some might have.
Reassure young children that the loss of one important relationship does oot mean the
loss of others.
6) Talk about your f"!jogs:
An open expression of griefby adults belps validate and encourage the grief
process for children and adolesc ents . Talk about your feelings and your memories of
the dead person .
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1) Po po r fore,; !iQmmnr to talk about dearh:
Do not force someone to talk about death unwillingly, bul do not pull back and
hide if they wish to talk.. Provide other avenues for stUdent(s) to express their griefif
some choose not to talk. For example. art work. joumaJ writing orbibliothc:npy .
8) Erx:Qu ngS; qucstjons :
Some guidelines :
(i) Do not evade the student 's questio ns.
(ii) Be hon est. but do not go into detail or 100g expl anations.
(iii) Your answers should COlTCSpOnd to the developmental age of the child.
(iv) Ifyou do not know the answers to questions, say so .
(v) Avoi d being judgmental o r linking suffering and death with sin, gui lt. and
punishmcnL
(vi ) It is better to explain the immediate causes in response to questions rather
than giving philosophical or religious interp retations .
(vii) It is oka y to share honest re ligious convicti ons that you have regarding life
after death.. Be sure to mak e the distinction between what happens to the body and what
you believe happensto the soul. If you do not believe in life after death. admit you do
not know what happens to a person afte r death. but suggest that how onc lives onc's life
unti l then does matter .
(vi ii) Check out what the chi ld or adol escent believes and never ridicul e his
ideas .
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ALLOW CHILDREN/ADOLESCENTS TO EXPRESS
AS MUCH GRIEF AS POSSffiLE
Children and adolescents may experience a wide range of feelings such as
shock. alarm., sadness , guilt, anger and despair . Provide a safe environment that
encourages the free expression of these feelings. In this supportive environment allow
students to express as much grief as possible . Teachers have to bepatient and genuine
in their responses to students. They alsoneed to affinn the grief of students . Ifchildren
are unable to express their gricfin words, let them express them in other ways. A
number ofpbysical, cogniti ve and behavioral symptoms may arise as shown in Figure
2.6.
Physica l Symptoms Cognitive Symp toms Behavioral Sym ptoms
- sleep disturbances; - inability to concentrate; - withdrawn;
- tightness in the chest or • disturbing dreams ; - restlessness;
throat; - daydreaming; - uncontrollable crying;
- bowel disturbances; - various phobias; - need to take care of
- pains (headaches, - confusion; others.
stomach complaints , sore - idealiza tion ofdeceased;
muscles); • outrage and sense of
- weight and appetite injustice;
change; -denial;
- breathing difficulties; - blaming others;
- fatigue; • preoccupation with loss;
- restlessness and • hallucinations of seeing
distractibility; the decease d.
- oversensitivity to noise.
Figure2.6
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GUIDELINES FOR SUPPORTIVE INDIVIDUALS
I) Listen and empathize.
2) Share personal experi ences and life philosophy , ifnecessary.
3) Encourage reminiscing.
4) Lend support and understanding.
S) Respond with feeling, but be genuin e when you express your feelings.
6) Remainopen to loss.
7) Be availabl e.
8) Be direct about the loss . for example , use words such as "dead."
9) Help the mourner go on living.
I0) Help out with specific tasks .
11) Physical contac t ma y help.
12) Maintain a sympath etic attitude toward the student 's age - appropriate
=PO=.
13) Refer when necessary.
TOUCH
Non-intrusi ve touch suc h as touching the arm may be one c f the best ways to
give children and adolescents th e message that ''you care." If you decid e not 10touch,
9\
j ust a close physical pre sence in a caring and compassionate way may accomplish the
same objective. Touch may be less intrusive in groups where everyone is bugging and
being bugged in public.
MAINTAIN STRUCTURE AND ROUTINE BUT BE FLEXIBLE
Forcing a regular day on studen ts will not work. It is only naturalthat students
will have difficul ty in paying attention or doing school work durin g this time. Try to
maintain a balance . Be flexible but maintain as much structure as possible under the
circumstances. Offer a choice of activi ties outside of rcgul ar classes, sucb as journal
writing .
PARTICIPATION IN THE FUNERAL
Encourage but do not force children and adolesc ents to attend funerals . The
funeral.provides public know ledge that death is final. as we ll as a means for the
bereaved to say goodbye. If chi ldren decide to go they should be told what to expect.
They should alsobe informed of cultural beliefs. Children and adolescents should be
accompanied by someo ne they love and trust. Children and adolescents should have the
freedom to leave at any time .
Viewing the body
Children and ado lescents should be permi tted, but Dot forced, to view the body
ifthcy wish. In this wa y they are enabled to comprehend the real meaning ofdeath
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(Simpson., 1979) . Befo re viewing the body the child or adolescent should be told what
to expect. A description of the funeral home. how the body is lying in the casket and
what the deceased will probabl y look like would be recommended.
M em o ri a lizi pg ID d reme mb eri pg
This may be a way of saying goodbye. symbolically. This is of parti cular
importance in the case of a sudden death . By memorializing the loved one is not
eradicated but instead these special possessions or objects serve as tangible reminders of
the deceased. Memorial services could take place in the school assemb ly area, in
church or in the classroom. Other symbolic acts could include such things as a "tree
planting ' in memory of the deceased.
MAKE REFERRALS TO OTHER SUP PORTIVE PEOPLE
It is important to closely monitor those most affected by loss through death in
the educational setting. Referral.to professionals may be necessary when the child or
ado lescen t. after several weeks, continues display these symptoms :
- looks sad all the time wi th prolonged depression;
_keep a fast pac e and cannot relax the way they used to with their friends;
• does not care about how they dress or look ;
_seems tired. unable to sleep, with their hea lth suffering markedl y;
_avoids social acti vities and wish to be alone more and more ;
• is indifferent to school and hobb ies they once enjoyed;
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- feels worthless with bitter self-incrimination;
• relies on drugs and alcohol;
- their moods control them insteadof them controlling their moods (GroUman.
1996; Hollingsworth & Pasnau, 1977).
SUMMARY
The sudden death of a student can cause major repercussions in a school system .
A crisis intervention strategy using a team or systems approach is critical in dealing
with an event of such magnitude. It is also recognized that schools have to be proactive
and prepared for events armis nature, thus a death education program for all schools is
recommended. The information outlined in this paper provides a plan to help students
through this very difficult process .
RESOURCE LIST
BOOKS FOR STJIDENIS
Primll"'" GTl!deI eye!
Alexander, S. (1983). Nadia the Willful. New York : Pantheon Books .
Willful Nadia's favorite brother dies and her father decrees that no one
can talk:about him . This book emphasizes how important it is for one to
talk about dea th and the life oflhc deceased.
Anders , R. (1978) . A Look at Death. Minneapo lis. Minn: Lerner Publications.
This book describes the sadness that comes of death and the importance
ofmouming. It is compassio nate and positive.
Bartol i. J. (1975). Nanna . New York : Harvey Ho use.
This book demonstrates the patience and understanding needed by young
children through the death of a young boy's grandmothe r.
Bernstein. J. E. (1977). When People Die. New York:: Dunon.
This book answers with assurance the many questions on children 's
minds after a death.
Brown , M. (1965) . The Dead Bird. Reading, Ma. : Addison-Wesley .
This classic book descri bes the reactions of a group of young chi ldren as
they find a dead bird.
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Carrick. C. (1976) . me Accident. New York.: Seabury Press .
Christopher witnesses the accidental death cfhis dog. He goes through
the grief process trying to find ways to \mOOthe accident until he reaches
acceptanc e of the death.
Cohn, I . (1987). IHad aFriend NamedPeter. Morrow.
This book deals with the death of a friend.
DePaola, T. (1973) . Na na Upstairs and Nana Downstairs. Middlesex. England :
Penguin Books , Ltd.
This book deals on a very simple level wi th concep ts of death through
the death of a grea t-grandmother and the impending death of a
grandmother .
Fassler. J. (1971 ). My Grandpa Died Today. New York : Hwnan Science Press. Inc .
This is an illustrated book about a young chi ld 's reactions to the death of
his grandfather.
Herriott, 1. (l986). The Christmas Day Kitten. New York: St. Martin's Press.
This book beautifully describes a relationship between a dying cat and its
owner. A tim e span of a year shows the healing that comes with time.
Kantrowitz. M. (1973). Wlzen Violet Died. New York : Parent 's Magazine.
This book shows through the death o f a bird how very important a
ceremony is in acceptin g death.
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Krementz.T. (1989) . How it Feels to Fight For Your Life. Joy Street .
This is a book written by a child.
Noblssco. 1. ( 1989). Granpa Loved. San Diego : The Green Tiger Press.
This book deals with the dea th ofa grandparent.
Sanford. D. (19 85). It Must Hurt A Lot: A Child's Book About Death . Portl and,
Orego n: Multnomah Press.
When a little boy's dog is killed by a car. he experiences griefand
loneliness. This book discuss es his feelings and the outcomes . It
includes instructions for adults using this book with children.
Sims. A. (1986) . Am I Still a Sister ? Albuquerque, Big A & Co.
This book deals with the death of a sibling.
viorst, J. (197 1). The Tenth Good Thing About Barney. New York: Atheneum .
Thro ugh remembering all the good things about his deceased cat, this
boy learns to accep t death as a reali ty of life.
Wright, B. (1981) . MyNew Mom and Me. Milwaukee: Raintree Children 's Books.
This book -sensitively explores through conversations with a cat the
reac tions to a death o f a mother and the arrival of a new mother two
years later.
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ZOIOIOW, C. (1914). My GrandronLew. NewYorlc:Harper.
This book:sbowt bow a young boy lessens his loneliness over Ihe death
of this grandfather through sharing the memories .
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Upper Elementary Grade I <;vel
Anderson. L. C. (1979). It's OKlO Cry. Elgin, IL: The Child's World.
The death ofan uncle creates discussion between two boys about their
feelings, funerals and what happens after death.
Bunting, E. (1982). The Happy Funeral. New York : Harper and Row.
Through the preparation ofher grandfather's funeral a young Chinese
girlleams to come to terms with her own grief and the comfort ofher
cultural rituals.
Byars. 8. (1980). Goodbye, Chicken Little. New York.: Harper and Row .
This book depicts an offbeat family providing emotional support for a
young boy who is very fearful after the death of both his father and his
uncle.
Clardy, A. F. (1984) . Dusty Was My Friend : Coming to Terms With Loss . New York :
Human Sciences Press .
This book explores coming to terms with feelings after a friend was
killed in a car accid ent.
Cleaver. V. & B. (1970). Grover. Philadelphia, PA: J. B. Lippincott.
When a dying mother kills herself, a father and his eleven-year-old son
struggle with their grief and their relationship.
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Deford. F. (1983). A/ex : The Life of a Chi/d . Mary land : Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
DOIUleUy, E. (t 981). So Long. Grandpa. New York : Crown Publishing .
/\. young boy copes with his grandfather's expected death due to cancer
and his recovery afterwards.
Green.C. C. (1976). Bea t the Turtle Drum. New York: The Viking Press .
This book describes the relationship between two sisters before the death
of one. The remaining sister experiences the many reactions common to
chi ldren : anger, feeling the favo red sist er has died, and confusion over
her paren ts' reac tions to the death . The book details feelings abou t death
and its reactions.
Hegwood., M. (1975) . My Friend Fish. New York : Ho lt.
This is the story ofa black urban child and his friendship with a fish who
dies .
Kaldhol , M. & Oyen W. (1987). Goodbye Rune . St. John 's, NF : Breakwater.
The acciden tal death of a young boy . Rune.
L« . W. (1972) . The Magi c Moth. New York : Seabury Press .
This book shows the different reactions cf the four surviving children in
a family which has lost its middle child .
MacLachlan, R. (1985) . Sarah . Plain and Ta//. New York: Harper and Row .
This book describes the father 's search for a new wife after this little
girl 's mother has died. This Newberry Award Winner shows the
acceptance and growing love for the new mother .
McLendon, G. H. (1982). My Brother Joey Died. New York: Julian Messner
Publisher.
This book covers the gamut of problems resulting from the death of an
older brother: guilt , problems in school, the funeral, harsh comments
from others. This is a good discussion book.
McNeely, J. (1978). Somethingfor Joey . New York : Bantam Books.
This book is a story about two brothers, John and Joey. Joey has
leukemia.
Miles, M. (1985). Annie and the Old One. Boston, MA: Little, Brown and Co.
A story depicting the natural way oflife and death to a young Indian girl
whose grandmother believes she will die when the rug she is weaving is
completed.
Paterson, K. (1977) . Bridge to Terabithia. New York : Thomas Y. Crowell Co.
The imaginary world of two friends ends abruptly in the death of one of
the friends . This book, winner of the Newberry Award, sensitively
describes the guilt felt by the survivor .
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Rofes. E. E. (1985). The Kids Book AboUl Death and Dying. Boston., MA : Littl e.
Brown and Co.
Thi s book is a discussion ora students ' group exploring the different
kin ds of death. different emotional reactions, and different app roaches to
life after death.
Smith, D. B. ( 1981) . A Tasteo/Blackberries. Elgin, IL : Chariot Books.
After a friend dies of a bee sting, this little boy feels guilty and
exp eriences a fuU range of emotional reactions to the death of a frien d.
Stolz. M . (197 4). The Edge a/Next Year. New York : Harper and Row.
When a boy's mother di es in an auto accident, he is left with a little
brother and an alcoholic father. The book demonstrates how different
people deal with loss in different ways and provides healing even in the
face ofhopelcssness .
To lan. S. S . (1978) . Grandpa and Me. New York : Scribner' s.
Elev en-year-old girl sp eaks cand idly about her coping with the
increas ing senility oCher grandfather and his ev entual suicide.
Wallace, B . (1980). A Dog Called Kitty . New York : Poc ket Boo ks.
Thi s book demonstrates man y losses through the relationship with a dog
and its death . This is a goo d book for generat ing discuss ion.
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White, E. B. (1 952). Charlotte 's Web. New York: Harper and Row.
A classi c story using animals 10portray the natural eve nts cf' Iife and
death.
Zim. H. & S. B. (1980) . i.if eand Death. New York : William Morrow and eo.
lbis boo k provides factual answers to questions about life and death. It
deals sensi tive ly with physical facts, attitudes, tradi tions and feelings.
Aaron., C. (1979) . Catch Calico ! New York : Dutton.
This story is abo ut a fourteen-year-ol d and his grandfather' s searc h for
wildcat . The search ends with the boy having to shoot the cat and deal
with his grandfathers's death from the cal 'S rabid bite .
Agee. J. B. (1969). A Death ifl lhe Family. New York.
lbis Pul itzer Prize winning novel offers incredi ble insigh ts into the
impact ora dea th on the family and the misun derstan dings that occur.
Angell. J. ( 1971) . Ron.nie lUId Rasey. Scarsdale, N. Y.: Bradbury Press .
A young suburban ado lescent must learn to cope with ber famil y's mo ve
and her father 's sudd en. acci dental death,
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Arund el, H. (l913). 11reBlanht Word. Nashvi lle. TN: Nelson.
This book portrays the idealism and self-doubts of a young college
student as she finds new me3Ding in re lationships after the death cfber
mother.
Buck, P. S. (1948) . The Big Wave. New Ycrk : Lothrop.
This novel features a young Japanese fishermen, left to deal with the
destruction cfhis entire villag e, as becbanges his views of life and
death,
Donovan, J. ( 1969). Fa (Nt 11ru e: It Better Be WtNtn Ihe Trip. New York: Harper and
Ro w.
This book:provid es a tough. realistic and sensi tive look:at a young teen
who suffers several losses: death of a custodial grandmother. a move to
New York City to live with an alcoholic mother in the midst of a
divorce, and his dog's death.. There is much to learn from his growin g
up.
GUe5t,I.(1980) . Ordimuy Peop/e. New Yo rk: Ballantin e Books.
Thi s is the powerful story o f a fami ly bere ft by unexpressed grie f over
the death ofone son and the anempted mwder of the other son.
Huntsberry, W . E. (1970). The Big Hangup. New York: Lothrop .
This boo k. follows the gui lt andgrie f of young survivolS after a friend
hasbeen ki lled in an auto acc ident involvin g teenage drinking and
driving.
Krementz, J. (198 t) . How it Feels When0 Parem Dies. New Yorlc: A1fred Knopf.
Eighteen children discusswhat happened to them.when their parent died .
Children aged seven to sixteen tell of their feelin gs about the death and
remarriage of the remaining parent . This is a use ful resource for teach ers
and counsellors as we ll.
LeShan. E. (1976). Learning 10 Say Goodbye.W1Ien Q ParentDies. New York :
Maxmi llian.
This boo k about recovery from a parent ' s death is helpful to both young
people and the adults who are helping them..
Rabin. G. (197 3). Oumgu. New Yo rk: Harper .
A teena ge Boy must leam. to find the courage and strength to deal with
the death oChis father and the chan ges it brings to his life: a move,
chan ge o f lifestyle, and the nonnal pressures o f adolescen ts .
Richter, E. (198 6). Losing Someone You Love: When a Brotner or Sisler Dies. New
York: G. P. Putnam and Sons .
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Sixteen young peopl e descri be their emotions and bow they learned to
cope with a sibling 's dea.tb.
Stewart. G. (1988). The Facts Abo ut Teen Suicide . Manka to : Crestwood House.
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Yill=
Just Kids (1993). National Film Board ofCanada. Montreal, Quebec.
Find Our Way] (1994). National Film Board ofCanada. Montreal. Quebec .
David 's Story: A Teen Suicide. Leaming Resource Center. Department of Education,
St. John's, NF.
Pc:erCollDselljng Rcsource
Carr, R. & Saunders. G. (1992). Peer Counselling Starter Kit: A Peer Training
Program Manual. British Columbia: Peer Resources.
Carr. R., Rosearoll, D.• & Saunders, G. (1990) . Peer Helping : An Information Bookiet
for Parents and Professional Helpers. British Columbia: Peer Counselling
Project .
Tindall, J. (1989 ). Peer Counsell ing : An In-Depth Look at Training Peer Helpers.
Indiana: Accelerated Development Inc., Publishers.
Tindall, 1. (1991). Peer Power: Becoming An Effective Peer Helper. Indiana :
Accelerated Development Inc., Publishers.
Other CQUmeJljog Resources
Egan, G. (1994). The Skilled Helper : A Problem >Management Approach to Helping.
California: Brooks/Cole Publishing Company.
Egan, G. (1994). Exercises In Helping: A Manual to Accompany the Skilled Helper.
California: Brooks/Cole Publishing Company.
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CONTINGENCY PLAN FOR TRAGIC EVENTS
GOAl OE OUR TEAM
To provide immediate and short term support anddirection in co-operation with
princ ipals and staff fo Uowing a tragic event invo lving a studen t. parent or staff
member .
To emphasize to the school system the importance of the grieving process.
In the process of dealing with tragic events, the team believes immedi ate
intervention is a critical factor . The team's mandate is not long term grief counselling
or therapy.
As a first step, a staffmeeting will be called for all staff ofHiUview Elementary .
The contingency plan will behandedout. and the current situation will be reviewed.
An assembly will be called for the school. A penon will break the news, either John or
George, with cons iden.tion given to the different age groups receiving the news . There
will be a question and discuss ion period during the assembl y. An acceptable defini tion
of death will be discussed with the children : Death is when your body stops working.
The children will be informed of expected events over the next couple of days. (funeral
home. church, ete.) . A period of silence will be observed. The following checklist will
help govern the day oflhe tragedy. and the period short ly thereafter.
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• LenC1"5 can be writt en to the grievin g fami ly, or som e expressi on o f sym pathy
(card, do nation to Cancer Soc iety , consul t with family, respect their wishes) .
- Classes can empbasiz.e re ligion, Christianbeliefs abo ut death, artWork as a
tribut e to the deceased. good qualities ofthc deceased. maybe :I tribute by the classroom
teacb er.
• An expression o f sympathy can begiven to surviving brothers and sisters .
Maybe each class can do a special card to give to thesepeople.
· Ifacceptable to the famil y, flowers can be delivered, or scholarship program
set up. dona tion to a society , food donation, or some other reaso nable way 10help ou t.
• Make arrangements for an acceptab le number of children to attend the funeral .
Thi s may be just the borne room.
- Pay ancntion to close friends of the deceased. Recommend counselling, if
necessary.
- Have an area for chi ldren who just want to ay.
- All ow children som e input about unsettled issues - stu dent's desk. unfinished
projects. student's work di spla yed on wall.bow to replace her as a member for
gro upwork .
- Keep a cl ose watch on siblings of the deceased. Refer, if necessary.
- Invite available clergy . Lead a prayer.
_ Call public health nurse to talk about cance r, etc.
- Events cf' the day will be recorded to see what works.,and what doesn't
- Use only one:personas a spokesperson.
- Some may want to write a letter TO thedeceased.
• Monitor student behavior to see signs ofrctuming to normal.
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petrina: ejnee you passeb ure'ue wa:1keb
beneatll tire rain.
IIIfJe~ l£nra anb: mtOtiOtU1 ere fillrlt
witlr pain.
lBe 'ue rIosel.! our eyu urit4smness
in our fJearl.
Anll at times our tlJ:ougtrt& ttnll bnmn
all SUttUb to fall apart.
me still rarmJtbu tJrat
turible niglrt .
lou passt!b so quickly
out of our sigfJt .
lit's lJarbto befieue time fJas
gora lID fast.
Anll mnig.,t we au finally grttbUttting
at last.
i1etrinn ure'ue misseb you tJre past
three years.
liut you ItctUe always bun witfl WI anb
in our tears .
me will always kup a secret spot far yau
in our Item.
Blt,ere breuttU'i may grow anlJ not
fall apart.
.Allof Wi know you are witfJus
que tunigt,t.
(Jelling us tu qolll fast to our lluutn6
witt, ull out migJJt.
me miss you!
lE:wa '95
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